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Women's
G-roup Aims
to Bolster
Awareness
At Predominatelyjemale Howard, Group
Aims for Women 's Studies Program
ways to raise the consciousness of
female students toward leadership
roles on campus.
"In terms of females in positions
Aiming to raise the level of con- of leadership, we are definitt:ly
sciousness toward gender issues at underrepresented, given the number
Howard University, leaders of the (of women] in the student body,"
Women's Action Coalition say they said Lakeysba Thompson, a sophoarc vehemently pushing for the cre- more history major. "Having more
ation of a women's studies pro- women in leadership positions on
gram al Howard, and say that it's campus helps bring women's issues
time for a new era of female polit- closer to the forefront," she said.
ical leadership.
Thompson echoed the sentiment of
"We seek to make the campus the group as a whole, saying, "We
more aware of the lack of female· would definitely be very interested
leadership, and the low sensitivity in supporting a female candidale on
toward women's issues," said WAC a HUSA ticket."
President Monique Richards.
Still, there are those who don't see
Richards, a senior chemistry the need for a greater concentration
major from New Jersey, is quick to on putting more females in campus
speak out against the negative opin- offices.
ions that she says many people have
"As long as there is someone in
of feminist groups.
office who is doing a good job and
"WAC is a feminist group, but getting things done, it really doesn't
labeling us as 'men-haters' is high- matter to me whether they are male
ly inaccurate. We see feminism as or female," said junior biology
a celebration of womanhood, and major Nadine Morrison. Many
not the persecution of men or any- females on campus said they share
thing else," Rfohards said in an mat same sense of political apathy
interview after a WAC meeting toward student government, and the
Monday.
current gender imbalance that some
"We promote the empowerment say exists.
of women 10 create their own space
Tasha Brown, a senior education
and use their own voices within major, said she really didn't "care
society."
See WAC, A3
Members at the meeting seek
By CHARLES COLEMAN JR.
Hilltop Staff Writer

HiUtop Staff/ERIC HALL
The Howard University School or Communications Center ror the Study of Race and the Media held its first forum Tul'Sday at WHUT-TV. The forum, caUed
" The ~
the President and Black Loy-J!ty: After the Vote:' drew many or the nation's premier journalists, induding Washington Post Ombudsman E.R. Shipp,
Boston Globe Washington Bureau Chier D-avid Shribmao, and Pnul Delaney, editorial writer at the Baltimore Sun. The forum wns moderated by host Kojo Nnamdi.
SuSto,yonA2

At U. Md., Debate Team Tests Confirm
Snags First Place Title Jefferson
Fathered
Child With
Slave
By IRA PORTER
Hilltop Staff Writer

In an intense competition bet ween 26
schools from around the nation at the University of Maryland at College Park last
weekend, Howard University's debate team
captured the first-place title.
At the annual Capital Invitational, the Martin Luther King, Jr. Mock Tri.al Debate Team
competed against such schools as Duke University, the University of Texas at Austin, and
the University of Miami.
"The competition was very fierce," said the

debate team's president, Ekilah Poles, a junior
Spanish and French double major. "A lor of
schools from different areas of the country
competed."
The University of Texas won the secondplace title, while Buenavista University won
third place. The University of Maryland, one
of Howard's toughest rivals and the team
that clinched the National Championship last
spring, took the fourth-place title.
The Howard team's coaches and members
said it was difficult competing at the University of Maryland.
"It's never a piece of cake there," said Dr.
See DEBATE, A4

Howard U. Hosts Tribute
to Black War Veterans
of the Nazis, aod to the courage of men who
were battling racism in a segregated army,
even as they fought 10,liberate Europe.
After the screening, there was an hour-long
panel discussion that allowed students, faculty, and alumni a chance to give feedback.
Dr. Walter HiU from the National Archives
said he believes that African Americans have
a duty to record their history.
" I believe as an historian, there is a great deal
of African-American history that cannot be
written without federal records," said HiU.
"You cannot expect other people to do your
research. You have to read and find this history on you own."
In reference to the film and observing how
black soldiers were treated in World War II,
1975 Howard graduate Dimetrius Jackson
See VETERAN, A3

By NICOLE A. TONG
Hilltop St(Jff Writer
In l\onor of World War II veterans, Cramton Auditorium Tuesday hosted a 90-minute
documentary film celebrating the work of
African American soldiers who helped liberate the concentration camP.S of Europe-all
while fighting for equality at home.
The film, ·entitled Liberators, was written
and directed by Bill Miles and Nina Rosenblum.
The film tells the little-known story of the
African-American battalions that spearheaded Gen. Patton's Third Anny, and helped liberate the concentration camps in Germany.
The 1992 documentary bears witness to the
role African Americans played in the defeat

By TAMARA TOWNSEND and
BRANDON BICKERSTAFF
Hilltop Staff Writers
After nearly 200 years of speculation, scientists have
revealed the truth behind rumors that President Thomas
Jefferson had a sexual relationship with his slave, Sally
Hemmings, who was the haU-sisterofhis wife, Martha.
Results published in the Nov. 5 issue of the Journal
of Nature confirmed what many Americans bad long
speculated: Jefferson, the third president of the United
States, fathered a child named Easton, Hemmings'
youngest son.
Some historians have vehemently argued that Jefferson couldn't have fathered at least one of Hemmings'
children, because of his public views against the mixing of races, and his position as one of the nation's
founding fathers.
Je!Terson, in a 1814 letter, wrote: "The amalgamation
of whites with blacks produces a degradation to which
no lover of his country, no lover of exccUence in the
humao character, can innocently consent."
Despite Jefferson's beliefs, the story was considered
true by many in the African-American community.
"l never doubted it," said Heather Victorine, a senior
biology major from Miami. "It was common for whites
to sleep with their slaves. What makes Jefferson an
exception?"
See JEFFERSON, A4

Students Balk at
Shuttle Bus Service

as well as a schedule in order to best
fit the needs of students," Brown
said.
j
University officials were unavail- ,
able for comment Wednesday.
Besides safety, students say the ,
As exam time approaches, residents of Meridian, Slowe and Carv- issue of efficient service is a con- '
er Hal ls say they arc again con- cern. "My concern is that some drifronting inadequate University vers are not keeping their route,"
said Mikki Grant, a graduate stushuttle bus service.
Lisa Thompson, a junior biology dent and Slowe resident. "Somemajor, said she is not happy with times they are ten minutes late, or
six or seven minutes early and they
the revised shuttle route.
"It's ridiculously plotted. The don't wait," Grant said.
'They are trying lo accommodate
Carver and Slowe shuttle [to main
too
many with such a small bus,"
campus] stops at 3:30 p.m.," she •
she
added.
said.
Despite the criticism, Marcus l,
Thompson said she agreed to live
Brown,
a senior administration of
in Slowe because she thought the
justice
major,
contends that the
shuttle would provide a safe way of
shuttle
bus
is
doing
fine. 'They are
getting to campus. But now, she
headed
in
the
right
direction, but
says, "three weeks afterwards, they
they
need
fine-tuning,"
he said. "I
got rid of that Safeway. Subselike
the
idea
of
having
shuttles
that
quently, several unfortunate events
go
all
around
campus,
and
a
sepahave occurred, and I find myself
walking home at 3 and 4 a.m. in the rate shuttle that goes directly to
campus, but the shuttle that runs
morning."
Echoing sentiments ventilated by direct!)' to campus should run just
dance.
several students, Latoya Brown, a as long as the other."
She used terms of endearment, such as "dar- .
Brown added that the University
junior broadcast journalism major,
ling," beauty," "angel," and "precious"-making
Administration
should have taken
the students feel more comfortable as she helped said that "as a female, I feel it is more time to survey students to
dangerous for myself and other
them stretch their voices.
female students to walk when it's find out their needs and concerns.
"Sing with a joy of hearing your own sound,"
"More people would take the shutdark.
Price told one student, in a tone making every
"l'm not sure when the shuttle is tle if the route was simplified, apd
oilier student in the. audience feel as if they were
going to arrive, and even if it is if the drivers stuck to the route."
given special attention.
going to be on time," Brown said.
See PRICE, A3
'They nee.d to restructure the route
By ERIC HALL and
JEANIQUA FRANCIS
Hilltop Staff Writers

Opera Singer Leontyne Price Teaches Class at Cramton
By RAFIAH DAVIS
Hilltop Staff Writer
When the opera singer Leontyne Price took the
stage at Cramton Auditorium last week, the
strength of her voice sent the University's Division of Fine Arts students into a frenzy.
Here ,was ·one of the world's premier opera
'singers; teaching a course on campus.
I

l

Scores of students flocked to Cramton, nearly
filling the roughly 1,500-seat auditorium.
Price, several members of the audience said,
was every bit the diva they expected her to be.
Her fierce sauciness often made the audience
l~ugb-speciaUy as she beat her chest and used
words from the French, German and Italian languages.
As she taught, Price used elaborate hand movements that made the fringes on her !ong shawl

lBvi'IJ
WAR IN ETIIlOPA
•

Washington-area residents of Ethiop_ian
apd Erilrellll de.scent say they feel no ilivis100, despite war.
See A6

ATROCITIES REPORT
South Africa's Truth and Reconciliation Commission released its report of
apartheid-era atrocities last week.
See AS

MUMlA WRITES

'• .

THE POET'S VERSE

Political prisoner and journalist Mumia ' Howard students say they find their
Abu-Jamal writes on the social ills facing voice on the stage--readihg poelry.
America.
·
See Bl
See All

WeekendWeather
TODAY: Mostly Sunny.
63 HJGH,56WW
SATURDAY: Mostly Cloudy
58 HIGH, 51 LOW
SUNDAY: Mostly Cloudy. Showers.
58 HJGH,5-0WW
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Center for Race, Public Policy Present
Forum The Press, The President, Black
Loyalty After the Vote
By APRILL 0. TURNER
Hilltop Staff Writer
On Tuesday, the School of Communications
Center for the Study of Race and Public Policy presented a forum entitled, "The Press, the
President and Black Loyalty: After the
Vote."

The forum, which was filmed in the studio of
WHUT-TV Channel 32, was modqated by
Kojo Nnamdi, host of WHUT-TV's Evening
Exchange" and WAMU-FM's "Public Interest." The show consisted of a panel of distinguished guest: Bonnie Erbe, PBS host "To the
Contrary"; Paul Delaney, editorial writer, Baltimore Sun; E.R. Shipp, ombudsman, The
Washington Post; Deborah Mathis, White
House corespondent, Garnett News Service;
David Shribman, Washington Bureau, Boston
Globe and Dr. Jules P. Harwell, author and
psychology professor, Howard University.
The discussion addressed many different
issues in regards to last Tuesday's election.
The controversy surrounding Bill Clinton, the

role of black voters in the election process,
their support of Clinton and the black voters
historical support of the democratic vote were
included in the discussion.
One of topics presented to the panel was the
prospect of Jesse Jackson running for president in 2000 .
"He has been the conscious, the voice, the
warrior for our agenda," Delaney said. "Until
the general election time, when his message
gets softer and softer."
According to Shipp, Jackson has not done
enough for the black community during offelection years.
"For a large number of black people Jesse
Jackson is a senior figure," Shipp said. "And
for many black people his time has past. In
the time between his elections he has not
done enough for those people he has excited."
Audience member Al Mulich posed the
question to the panelist about Clinton's loyalty to the black population.
"This loyalty that is shown to Bill Clinton by
Blacks, I don't at all feel is reciprocated, it

seems as though he is inconsistent. Whether
you talk about Sistah Soljah, Lonnie Graneer,
or Jocelyn Elders, the disrespect that was
shown, and the way that they were dismissed,
it doesn't speak well at all of Bill Clinton,"
Mulich said. "Some of the people that have
been closest to him and served the most loyalty, look at their fates, Betty Curry, Vernon
Jordan, Mike Espy or even Ron Brown. To
me what Bill Clinton has shown is that just as
he has committed adultery in his personal life
it seems as though in his political life, particularly with African Americans, their is a similar sort of adultery going on."
Moderator Kojo Nnamdi was quick to aid in
Clinton's defense.
"For every Lonnie Graneer and a Jocelyn
Elders, there is an Alexis Herman or someone
else promoted or added to the cabinet,"
Nnamdi said.
Mathis attested that Clinton has a problem
with being loyal.
"He is not a brilliant man, " Mathis said. "He
is not a friend to the end, as he expects people
who pledge loyalty to him to be."

Yearbook Funds not
Enough for Color
Senior Photos
By NICOLE A. TONG
Hilltop Staff Writer
Some seniors are upset with the
Bison Yearbook: this year, the
senior pictures will be printed in
black and white, as opposed to last
year's color photos.
"They were done in color last year
because the editor of the yearbook
wanted them in color," said Dana
Williams, the editor in chief of the
yearbook. " But it costs a lot of
money to put the pictures in color,
and this year, we really did not
have the funds."
The decision of making the senior
pictures black and white took place
last May and was finalized over
the summer. But Williams assures
seniors that, though they may lose
color, the pictures will retain their
size. "They are seniors so the pictures will remain large," she said.
Although seniors know that last
year was the first time the pictures
were done in color, some are dis-

Arts and Sciences Honors Dean Clarence Lee

appointed that they are losing that
feature.
Senior communications sciences
and disorders major Monique
Richardson said the issue is deeper than money.
"I believe a big factor is the fact
that the editor of the yearbook is not

a senior," she said, "or else we
could have had a chance to have
them in color."
For others it really is not an issue.
"I would have liked to have them
in color, but I understand why
they're not," said senior film major
Larry Brown. "I'm not really upset.
If we don't have the money, we
don't have the money."
And some, like senior anthropology major Lee Moore, even like the
idea of black and white photographs. "I like black and white
because it shows the character of
the individual," Moore said. "It's
more imaginative.
"I'm just trying to graduate, so it
really doesn't matter."

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Ralph J. Bunche Center to Host Brown Bag Luncheon
On Thursday, Nov. 19, the Ralph J. Bunche Center will host another
of their Brown Bag Luncheon Series. This one is entitled, "Gateway to
the U.S.: Drug Cartels' Exploitation of the Caribbean." Speakers will
include: Ian Smart, Department of Modem Languages and Literatures,
Howard University; Leo Arreguin, U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency; and
Oneil Hamilton, Jamaican Embassy. The Luncheon will take place from
noon until 2 p.m., and all should feel free to bring their lunch.

Roxanna Perez Memorial Fund to be Established
In Roxanna Perez's memory, the Perez family has established the Roxanna Perez Memorial Fund. Target areas for the memorial fund include
sponsorship of Washington, D.C. students to attend the annual Black
Women in Sports Educational Seminar, an internship stipend for jl
Howard University communications student pursuing a career in sports,
and the creation of a Howard Athletic Award in Roxanna's name recognizing outstanding performance and achievement in sports, Donations
should be made out to the Roxanna Perez Memorial Fund and sent to:
Roxanna Perez Memorial Fund, 2 Indian Run Road, Princeton Junction,
•
NJ 08550.

,

'
On Saturday Oct. 31 the College of Arts and Sciences designated a special day in honor of their Dean, Dr. Clarence Lee, commemorating his 30 years of service. During the special day entitled "Lee Day;' alumni hosted a special dinner "Caring Most for Learners: a Gala
Tuinite Buffet" at Mani's Grille and Restaurant in Silver Spring. Pictured left to right: Dr. Clarence Lee, Dean of Arts and Sciences;
Danielle Hyles, President of Arts and Sciences Student Council; Dr. Jean Tulloch, alumni; Eleonora Carthens, student and Dr. Yasmin
Majid.

-Compiled By Aprill 0. Turner

The Search is on for VP of Student Affairs
By IRA PORTER
Hilltop Staff Writer
Currently, a search committee is
looking for a new vice president of
student affairs.
While Raymond Archer now
holds the position of interim vice
president of student affairs,
Howard is in pursuit of finding a
candidate to fill the spot permanently after his term is up. The
position was open this fall because
Steve Favors left last spring.
Archer was promoted from dean
of student affairs to interim vice
president in June.
Under its broad power, the office
of student affairs oversees the operation of residence life, student

activities, student life and activities,
special student services, counseling
services, intercollegiate athletics
and career service. Campus organizations such as the Howard University Student Association
(HUSA) and Undergraduate Student Assembly (UGSA) also fall
under the office of student affairs.
The search committee consists of
seven members who will submit a
candidate to President H. Patrick
Swygert, who then makes the decision. Members of the committee
include: Dean of Chapel !Jr.
Bernard Richardson, chairperson
of the committee; HUSA president
Neville Welch; UGSA coordinator
Jonelle Lewis; Dr. Thomas Wessell, director of the counseling ser-

vice; Assistant professor of
NAMIEP Rochelle Glymph; assistant athletic director at Burr gymnasium Deborah Johnson; and
coordinator of the Graduate Student Assembly. Brett Allen.
With Archer's current position as
interim vice president, he cannot be
a candidate for the permanent position.
"The only way Archer could
assume the position of permanent
vice president of student affairs is
if President Swygert chose him,"
Welch said. According to Welch, if
that were the case, there would be
no need for a search committee.
Welch believes this procedure
allows for the consideration of a
larger pool of candidates.

"There are a lot of other people in
this world who we could consider,"
Welch said. "We want to give the
university community, particularly
the students, the chance to shop
around rather than have someone
hand-picked and given to us. As
students and members of the university community, we reserve the
right to open an equal opportunity
employment atmosphere."
Marcus Casey, a sophomore economics major, said Archer should
be able to be considered for the job.
"If the man is doing the job well,
he should be considered," Casey
said. "He's been here for a while,
and if he knows how things work,
I think he should at least be given
a chance."

Director Attempts to Expand Library Services
By LYNN SIMMONDS
Hilltop Staff Writer
A photography contest and an
upcoming literary magazine entitled "Creativity Zone" are two new
projects Director of Library Services Mohammed Mekkawi has
undertaken to expand the library's
services to the students.
The contest, "Faces of the Capstone," is inviting all amateur photographers to capture the essence of
Howard University.
The biggest prize is not monetary,
but "the prize-winning photographs
will be placed on the University's
website for viewers to actually see,"

Mekkawi said. Three Howard students will be part of the final product, which is a "photo album" of the
University. The deadline for the
entries is March 31, 1999.
The idea behind the magazine
"Creativity Zone" is to provide a
medium through which faculty, students and administrators can share
their thoughts through essays, poetry and short stories. One goal
Mekkawi has for the magazine is
for its use as a teaching tool.
"If you know something, don't
keep it to yourself-share it with
others," Mekkawi said.
Mekkawi began his career at
Howard as a librarian in the Archi-

lecture Library in 1972. After 26
years at Howard, he could not
imagine being anywhere else. From
the start of his career at the University, he said he felt at home.
Constantly seeking to expand the
resources of the library, Mekkawi
listens to the complaints of students and their comparisons of
Howard to other area college
libraries and tries to react. During
the time Mekkawi has been library
director, a digital library system
has emerged and the library's rank
in the Association of Research
Libraries has moved up from number 107 to number 97 the in the last
two years. Renewing books has
become as easy as filling out a

form, without the need to carry the
books back into the library. And the
University's homepage has also
improved, due to more graphics
and clearer reference points.
"Our hope is to upgrade the Sterling (on-line catalog) to a webbased system," Mekkawi said.
He said he understands the library's
limited staff is a disadvantage to
students and that students working
in the library are not knowledgeable enough to help students with
some of their needs. Because of
this, two new positions, Library
Assistant Administrator and Information Reference Specialist, have
been developed to address these
needs.

School of Business Student Council to Hold 22nd Annual Business
Conference
·
The School of Business will host its 22nd Annual Business Conference
next week .On Monday from 5 to 6 p.m. a panel discussion will be held
entitled, "Rags to Riches: Getting Started in the Clothing Industry" in
the School of Business Auditorium. Panelists include
designer Aaron "Sir Benni" Miles, Enyce clothing executive Phil
Pabon, and Curtis Washington of Duncan Men's Clothing Inc. On
Wednesday, Nov. 18, from 5 to 6 p.m. a panel discussion will be held
entitled, "Managing Music" in the auditorium. The discussion will be
with entertainment A&R executives from Arista, Def Jam, and local
record and entertainment management companies. On Thursday, Nov.
19, from 7 to 9 p.m. there will be an Awards Banquet in Blackbum Ballroom. The dinner will feature Earl G. Graves, CEO of Black Enterprise
Magazine and Pepsi-Cola Washington. Students must sign up for seating in the School of Business Student Council office by 5 p.m. on Tuesday (preference will be given to the Business students). Please direct questions to 806-1516 or 238-0120.

Tips for a Flu-Free Season
The Howard University Student Health Center will be giving flu shots
every Tuesday and Thursday from now until Nov. 24 from 9 a.m. until
3 p.m. Here are some informative tips from the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services on things one should know about the influenza vaccine and how one can remain flu free this season:

Influenza is a serious disease.
I It is caused by a virus that spreads from infected persons to the
nose or throat of others.
I The "influenza season" is from November to March or April each
year.
I Influenza can cause fever, cough, chills, sore throat, headache
and muscle aches.
I People of any age can get influenza. Most people are ill with
influenza for only a few days, bnt some may need to be hospitalized.

Influenza vaccine can prevent influenza.

I

The viluses that cause influenza change often. Because of this.
the influenza vaccine is updated each year by replacing at least one
of the vaccine viruses with a newer one.
Protection develops one to two weeks after the shot and may last
up to a year.
Anyone who wants to reduce their chance of catching infl1Ull!U
should get the vaccine.
L The best time to get influenza vaccine is between September ancj
December. A new shot is needed each year.
To learn more about the vaccine, you may contact the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) at 1-800-232-2522 or
www.cdc.gov/nip.

-Compiled by Staff Writer Aprill 0. Turner. Campus Briefs run weekly in the Campus section of the Hilltop and must be delivered or faxed
to the newspaper no later than 5 p.,n. Monday. The Hilltop is located on
the Plaza level of the West Towers, and the fax nun,ber is 202-483-9501.
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Voices and Views
What concerns, if any, do you express about Howard's Shut/le Bus Service?

"They need to run every
15 minutes instead of 30,

"It's small and it does not
adequately service Slowe
and Carver Halls. The
Slowe and Carver Loop
only runs until 3 p.m."

"I just walk because it

so they can better cater to
students' schedules."

"Schedules should be posted on the shuttle bus stops
so students can know what
times they are coming."

-Keisha Reed, graduate student

-Deborah Rodgers, senior

-Terrence Jackson, a junior

- Sirkar/ Witherspoon.senior

Brother-to-Brother Conference
in the Works at Howard
By APRILL 0 . TURNER
Hilltop Staff Wrirer

--Next Trn:sday. Alphi Phi Alpha
Fratemit~ Inc.. 1n con.1unction with
the Arts and Science~ Student
Council, will host the Se\'cnth
Annual Brother to Brother Conference.
The conference, entitled ·'Do you
Believe: From Staring Up The
Steps to Stepping Up the Stairs,"
aims to uplift and enlighten the
young hlack men in D.C. public
schools, and expects nearly 200
middle and high school males to
attend.
Organizers say participants will
have a full day of events, beginning
at 9 a.m. with arrival, registration,
and campus tours. At IO a.m., there
will be workshops in the Blackburn

Center. The students will be broken
into groups of four and will attend
discussions on one of the following: Money, Power and Respect:
Docs One Guarantee the Other?;
Sexuality and Manhood: Bridging
the Gap; A College Education: H's
Closer Than You Think; and The
Black Male Role Model: Decision
or Destiny.
The day will continue with lunch
in the Ballroom from 11 to I p.m.
The guest speaker will be Melvin
White, the only black partner of the
internationally renowned law firm,
McDcrrot. Will and Emory. During
the luncheon, an essay-winner will
be awarded for essays the young
men wrote on the subject ..Tell Me
A Dream and Do You Believe It
Will Come True?"
The conference will continue at 7

p.m. that evening with a dinner
banquet in Blackbum·s ballroom.
The keynote speaker for tbe
evening will be Congressman EliJah Cummings of Baltimore.
Chainnan of the Conference, P
Kobina Yankah is exited about the
conference, especially the support
given by the University
'Tm impressed that these college
students could care enough to organize themselves to put on this conference, and I was comforted by the
amount of support we were given
by different deans and departments
on campus," said Yankah. "It
showed me that everyone on campus supports the spirit of Brotherto-Brother and service to the community:·

WAC/nn11 Al
about what's going on politically. I think the females who arc in
office should concentrate lcs~ on
giving away doughnuts on election
d ay and more on what they actually do o nce the) ·re in office:·
Carla Pctennan. a senior history
major from New Jersey, ga, e her
thoughts on thl' kvcl of political
consciou-.ness among female stu-

its primary goals.
In response to some critics who
questioned the need for groups like
WAC and argued that they promote division among black people,
Nicole Mason, founder of WAC
said, "Bringing women's issues to
the forefront serves to broaden the
focus of the black slruggle as a
whole because women's issues
have been ignored just as much as
our equality as a race has been
supressed."

takes too long."

VETERAN.from Al
said, ·'There is such thing as payback-at some time in the past, black
people did rule the world."
Dr. Vera Katz. a professor in the
department of theatre arts, i,aid: ··1 urge
all of you to make a commitment to your
own African-American history. Get to
know other cultures because that is the
only way we can survive."
The panelists included: Ari Roth.
A11istic Director of Theater J; Dr. Russell L. Adams, Chair. Afro-American
Studies, Howard University; Dr. Vera
Katz: and Dr. Walter Hill. National
Archives. Department of War Records.
Other panelists were film-makers Bill
Miles and Nina Rosenblum.
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"This 1s the kmd of intense mscrucLion our students
need:· s:ud Professor J ,veldon Noms. Noms has
MO\\ n Pnce for man) ) e.ir.; and\\ as able to convince
her to teach the \laster Class

Visit our 11ew web site ot:
www.schwobcollege.com

After the class. the audience \\ as in awe

"I JUSt \\ anted to be in the presence of :-,uch a great
lad\,
- .. said Grozelia Herrinl!. :-,ecretar.. for office of
de\clopment in the College of \ fedicine. Hcmng. "no
:.mg:. at church. "'as able 10 learn a lot from the cla~s.
She said that Price ·s lessons about projection. e:-cpre:,s1on and stage presence could be applied to any
smger.
~
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cJ,Nra singer Price Teaches ui~t ar HU.
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The stulknh ,, alkec.l onto tht· ,tage. sang .m aria, and
then Prin: told them ho\\ th,·, could 11npron: ..\t
umes. she ,:mg with the ,tudenh. Alter e,1ch les,on.
Price huggl·d and kissed the ,tudent \\ ith whom shl'
was working
" I leaml'd more in those fort) minutes Lhan I ha\'e
in all the ) t>;u~ I\ e lx-cn smgmg:· said Sonja Teal. the
first student to smg.
Teal. .1 1995 Ho,\ ard graduate.
~
and A\'el') Joseph, the second student 10 perform and
a 1998 graduate. thanked teachers Ra) mond Jackson
and Sylvia Olden Lee for the tr:unmg they received
at Howard and the \lpportunit) ll) ,mg for Price.
Currently. Lee is a , ,i.:al co,1-:h. and Jackson is a
piano teacher .1t Ho,\ .uu. Both pla) ed th.: piano for
different student-. dunng Lhr \lastcrl'la,s .md helpcu
choose the students,, ht) pc, tom1ed tor Pnce.
"T his was an absl)lutel) 111sp1ring opportunit) 10
share the w isdom and e,pcnence or one of the greatest singers of all time:· Jackson said after Lhc ~la"
He said he hoped that students recognized that the
"irreplaceable element of e.'.penence brings e.'.pansiveness to Lhe an:·
So phomore Teriauna H,uns \\ ai. mo, ed 10 tean. b)
her lesso n with Price. Hams sang a short ana from
the Giaco mo Puccini opera. Gimm, Sc/1;cchii. The
audience gave Harris a standmg o,auon
" You hear that noise? .. Price asked Harris, referrin2
to the applause from the audience. "Tha(s .,., hat it\
all about. It will replace more than you kno...... :·
Division of Fine Arts Professor J. Weldon Nonis said
be helped bring Price to the Univcrsit).
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Opera Singer Price Teaches at HU

-Carol Tho,nas, junior

Howard Honors Veterans

WAC Seeks Stronger Leadership
dents at Howard.
"We sec the lack of concern
among students in general, and
cspeciall) among women on campus. And one of our goals is to
lower that apathy through forums
of substance, meetings, speakouts,
and other available sources of
media," Peterman said.
The WAC has outlined the promotion of women's studies courses and the establishment of a
\\Omen ·s resource center as two of

"I'm pregnant and I
shouldn't have to walk
back and forth to campus."

J••• life .
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DEBATE,from Al
Debyii Sababu-Thomas, the team's head coach.
"We've had some serious challenges at the Maryland
tournament, because the majority of judges are from
Maryland. We haven't been getting the objective
responses we should have been getting."
"We have a negative history at the Maryland," said
Diaron, Prive, a sophomore Legal Communications
major. "We1re the only HBCU that competes at the
tournament."
Other team members said the fact that they come from
Howard makes it that much harder to compete against
schools." Thomas said the team, which captured last
year's National title, has had to work twice as hard to
earn the respect of other competitors.
"Automatically, people knew we were from Howard.
We weµt in knowing we had to do twice as much to be
recognized," Thomas said.
Rashidah Siddiqui, a senior legal communications
major, told the story of a competitor who approached
her, saying: "You-all must be from Howard because
you 're black."
Recalling the incident, Siddiqui, the team's vice president, is quick to admit that "You know you're work-

ing with some prejudiced people. There's a lot of
racism in the system."
The team is relatively young: 20 of the team's 28
members are new. But Poles said the new members
bring a fresh spirit to the team.
"They've added so much to what we have ... a lot of
talent and imagination," said Poles.
Poles won the Most Outstanding Witness award,
while team member Tahria Brooks won the award for
Most Outstanding Attorney.
In the spring of 1997, the team won the National titles
in both the Silver Flight and•Gold Flight Competition.
Last spring, the team finished second in the National
Silver Flight Tournament.
"I think we have a good chance at the Regionals and
a good chance of recapturing our National title,"
Thomas said.
Poles, saying she hoped the team would clinch the
National title next spring, said the team had a winning
legacy to uphold.
"We have a strong legacy of success and excellence,"
Poles said. "We let University of Maryland baby-sit
[the National title], but we're bringing back our title
this year."

1998
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JEFFERSON,from Al
Members of the Monticello Association, a group of
roughly 800 known descendants of Jefferson, say
they doubt the validity of the research supporting the
rumor of a Jefferson-Hemmings affair, because it
contradicts Jefferson's personal philosophies.
The members of the Thomas Woodson Association,
who are descendants of Hemmings' eldest son, are
also critical of the results, but for different reasons.
Woodson was believed to be the definite son of Jefferson, but the results conclude that he was not. Both
groups are skeptical of the results and critical of the
manner in which the DNA was collected and compared.
The DNA was collected by Eugene Foster, a retired
Virginia pathologist. DNA samples were collected
from 13 white and African American males who were
known or believed to be descendants of Jefferson.
Foster delivered the samples to geneticists at
Oxford, Leicester and Leiden Universities, where
researchers analyzed variations of the Y chromosome
that are inherited unchanged through male blood
lines.
Since Jefferson had no surviving sons, Foster collected and compared the Y chromosomes of his 13
samples to DNA collected from male descendants of

Jefferson's brother and paternal uncle, who would
share the same characteristics of the Y chromosome.
The genetic makeup of Jefferson's DNA matched
perfectly with that of the descendants of Easton
Hemmings, who was born in 1808. Easton married
a white woman and crossed over into white society
after being freed from Monticello.
It is believed that the relationship between Jefferson and Hemmings began in 1786 when she was sent
to Paris to assist Jefferson's youngest daughter while
he served as ambassador to France.
Hemmings was
•
14 years old at the time~Jefferson was 43.
Rumors of the relationship surfaced publicly in
1802 when the story was first reported by journalist
James Callender in the Richmond Recorder. By
1802, Hemmings had already given birth to five
children who were believed to be fathered by Jeffer-

son.
Still, some Howard students say they have mixed
feelings about the findings.
"I think the press is blowing it out of proportion.
White men of high stature have been raping black
women for centuries," said freshman physical therapy major Junior Henry.
And, "I think the investigation is irrelevant, because
nothing would change if she is the mother of one of
his children," said freshman Meghan PetersonMcCoy. "It really doesn't have an effect on us today."
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FREE BISON TICKETS!
FOOTBALL&

BASKETBALL
TICKETS FOR HU STUDFJNTS
. ., (LIMIT.ONE TICKET EACH)

-in Blackburn Ce'11ter, Grot1nd 1:Joor
Frida)'~Nov·. 13
&.
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·&
Game Days 10 a.nt. to 1 p.m.
,
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Forum Proposes Solutions to Children's Problems
By JAMYE E. SPILLER
Hilltop Staff Writer

D.C. Action for Children and representatives from other child advocacy groups met on Tuesday, Nov. 10 to address issues such as the lack of
recreation for district youth. The meeting, entitled Juvenile Justice, Crime
and Delinquency, was eighth in a series of issue forums hosted by D.C.
Action for Children or D.C. ACT.
The forums are dedicated to finding solutions to improve the overall welfare of the area's youth.
The goal of the 22 anendees was to discuss current topics relating to district residents who have been labeled "problem youth."
According to the Budget and Program Analysis for the district, the City
Council red\lCCd the Department of Recreation and Parks' budget by $6.1
million. They also mandated that the majority of this money be taken from
the, Youth Violence Initiative.
'
"Everybody ·recognizes the need for more programs," said Susie Cambria, public policy analyst and Howard University graduate. "The City
Council and the mayor recognize it. Still, it's not seen as critical as it real-

Hilltop Staff Writer

Last Sunday's Redskins game
att~acted both Eth iopians and
Eritreans to the lively sidewalk
cafes of Adams Morgan. To the
naked eye, it appeared that the two
groups of people interacted without
any signs of tension, although
reports of war in Ethiopia would
suggest otherwise. Despite the continuing blood y territorial war
between Ethiopia and Eritrea, many
area natives of both countries feel
no signs of separation.
"Our people are both ~autiful:'
said Bekele Negash, an Ethiopian
immigrant who has been in Washington for 24 years. "The governments on both sides are responsible,
not us. We love each other."
Like many of the Washington
D.C. area's 50,000 Ethiopian immigrants, he strong!y opposes the
practices of Ethiopia's current government, which has imprisoned
numerous political opponents, civic
leaders and journalists.
"We are looking for mediation,
not war," Negash said. "War doesn't
solve anything."
Yet Eseaw Abraham, an Eritrcan
who emigrated I I years ago, said
the Ethiopians are the cause of the
conflict.
"They [Ethiopians] stripped my
family of all of their rights and
property. They think that they 're
better than all of the African people, but they're crazy. The Ethiopians want to kill every Eritrean."
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each city.
To enter, send a record of Western Union transactions to Kevin
Hennessy, MS&L, 79 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
Area architects are competing in "CANstruction," a charity including name, address and phone number at school and at
event that collects canned goods for an area food bank. The event h
is being held in the National Postal Museum across from Union
ome. 1n addition, applicants can enter by mailing in a 3x5 card
with name, school address and phone number at home and
Station.
' school to De idre Dapice, MS&L, at the same address.
The architects, teamed up in IO groups of five, constructed displays out of dry goods and canned foods. In one display, called
Participants Needed for Help the
the Million Can March, architects reconstructed the march on
the capital. This scene used 2,000 cans and included a miniaHomeless Walk
ture Capitol Building.
People can "vote" for their favorite designs by placing cans of
Join the I0th annual Fannie Mae Help the Homeless 5K Walle
food in bins next to the models. Awards for the best design and
use of cans will be presented on Thursday. The cans will then on Saturday,.Nov. 21. Registratior, begins at 8 a.m. at Freedom
Plaza, two blocks south of the Metro Center.
be donated to the Capital Area Food Bank.
The walk is sponsored by ForTheLoveOfChildren. AU money
Although this is the first time the event has been held in Washington, D.C., it is the sixth year of the competition, which is talc- raised will go to its Hope and A Home program, a transitional
ing place in 33 cities across the country. The free exhibit is open housing program that provides housing, financial, parenting and
vocational training to local families.
until Nov. 21.
For registration materials, call (202) 462-6503 or visit the web
site at www.flocdc.org.

Food-Can Construction in the District

Within their smaller community,
the area's Eritreans express sadness and bewilderment for their
families involved in the border
attacks between the neighboring
countries.
Hiwot Tekle, owner of Harambe
Restaurant in Adams Morgan, said
her own Eritrean family was
expelled from Ethiopia and left
with no place to go.
Howard Un ivers ity employee
Belainesh Araia told a similar story.
"My cousins were sent to war and
seven of my family members were
kicked out of the capital after 20
years," Araia said.
The current fighting interrupted
five years of peace. According to
Eritreans, Eritrea helped the current
Ethiopian government come to
power, then split off as an independent nation in 1993.
"The Eritreans worked extremely
hard to develop their country,"
Abraham said. ''Now, we're being
stripped of what we all voted forindependence. We believe that there
should be one mentality among one
people."
Although there is peace among
local Ethiopians and Eritrcans, both
groups said they want peace in their
native countries.
"Peace is the only answer," said
Rezene Sium, an Eritrean district
resident since 1982. " I don' t want
there to be any type of war, especially among people who are the
same. We're all brothers from the
same place in my eyes."

u

return to school, turning instead 10 the streets. A proposed solution was
the creation of a group responsible for helping the youth to rejoin society
when they leave the Center. Its duties would include enrolling them in
school.
D.C. ACT has held seven meetings prior to the Juvenile Justice Crime
and Delinquency Forum. The prior meetings were concerned with Child
Welfare, ChiJd Care, Homeless Children and Families, Recreation, Mental Health, and Maternal and Child Health.
Cambria addressed the number in attendance at the past meetings. "I
headed the Recreational, Homeless and Child Care forums. The child care
session was not altended as well, but we did gel a lot of helpful information from the people who attended."
Liz Siegel, Counsel for D.C. ACT, saw all of the forums as a success.
"We often ~on't have a lot of interaction with the community, so I see this
as a fast way to get community output;· Siegel sai~. She also said these
sessions provided the opportunity to create a new network for her and D.C.
ACT, and the people who attended. Due to the positive feedback from these
forums, Siegel and D.C. ACT look forward to the possibility of doing this
twice each year.

City Briefs

Area Eritreans,
Ethiopians Feel
No Division,
Despite War
By ALON WASHINGTON

ly is." Cambria added that although there are programs for the youth, they
are only able to service a limited amount of children because of the budget cuts experienced by the Department of Recreation.
The allendees came to a general consensus that providing the youth with
more activities could prevent them from ending up in the juvenile court
system.
The forum also discussed the need for the district's public school system to play a greater role in the prevention of juvenile delinquency. The
noticeable absence of classes that could improve the youths' outlook on
life was a major concern to those in attendance. Classes based on such
issues as self-esteem, ethics, violence prevention, domestic violence and
teen pregnancy were suggested.
"I noticed a lot being said about the children having no fear," said Caroline Nickle, an employee of the District's Police Department. "But I
noticed that there seems to be an absence of values." Nickle, who recently moved to the Disttjct from Britain, deals with neighborhood youth as
part of her job.
Another major concern was that children's mental health '!leeds are not
being addressed. According to anendees, once youth leave the Oak Hill
Youth Center, a facility for youth in the court system, they often do not

r

Western Union Offering Free Trip!

Western Union is offering a free trip to college students who
send or receive money from Oct. l to Dec. 31. Full-time col•
lege students between the ages of 18 and 24 are eligible to win
a chance to explore Europe. The week long-trip to London, Paris,
Milan and Salzburg will talce place from March 13 to 2 1, 1999.
The eight winners will receive a treasure map that will lead them
to key Western Union agent offices, where they will retrieve
money to spend on everything from souvenirs, to memorable
meals, to entrances into some of the most breathtaking sites in

Soul of the Civil Rights Movement
On Nov. 14 and 15, the Freedom Singers and Magpie will grace
the Millennium Stage at the Kennedy Center. The groups will
relive the days of the Civil Rights Movement in Mississppi
through song. The hour-long show starts at 6 p.m.
Attendees will be able to purchase a new anthology that looks
at the Mississippi movement.

--City Briefs compiled by Rafiah Davis.
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Dalai Lama Addresses Human Rights
Kennedy Family and Other Dignitaries Attend Buddhist Spiritual
Leader's Speech in Gaston Hall
By TIM HAGGERTY
The Hoya

The 14th Dalai Lama, the spiritual leader of six
million Tibetan people and the head of the
Tibetan government-in-exile, visited Georgetown University Monday as the keynote speaker at the presentation of the Robert F. Kennedy
Human Rights Award in Gaston Hall. His
address focused on the difficulty of facing injustice and oppression.
The annual award, honoring those who fight for
human rights in the face of oppression and injustice, was presented to Mario Calixto, Berenice
Celeyta, Gloria A ores and Jaime Prieto, all from
Colombia.
Master of Ceremonies Tom Brokaw said that
be was "pleased to share the stage with these
people of courage."
The ceremony was attended by numerous
members of the Kennedy (arnily, who were also
introduced by Brokaw, including Senator
Edward Kennedy (0-Mass.), Ethel Kennedy,
Mrs. Robert F. Kennedy, and Kerry Kennedy

Cuomo, daughter of Robert Kennedy, who introduced the Dalai Lama.
She introduced the Dalai Lama as a man "who
shows not how to be a god, but how to be fully
human."
First, the Dalai Lama congratulated the laureates, and said that as a Buddhist, he thanked them
for their "altruistic acts." He also said that they
have "moral support in noble tasks" and reminded them "it is not j ust you alone, there are other
people."
He also expressed his appreciation to the RFK
•Memorial for instituting the human rights award.
He said that he once received a supportive letter from John F. Kennedy and that the signature
from that letter is still "very vivid" in bis mind.
He spoke of the assassinations of JFK and RFK.
Though his address was punctuated by jokes
and informality, the Dalai Lama offered the
audience some wisdom as well. He said that a
"good work motivated by negative emotion can
stain the noble task."
According to the Dalai Lama, "those who have
vision and courage and confidence to face injustice... these people stand with principle." The

read about it.
the _hilltop.

overly common suppression of these voices of
justice is a "hinderance for whole society," he
said.
The Dalai Lama concluded his address simply,
"So that's all. Thank you very much."
In 1940, at the age of five, the Dalai Lama was
enthroned and in 1950 he assumed political
leadership of Tibet. His work towards a peaceful resolution of connict with China bas been
ongoing since then. In 1959 the Chinese army
crushed the Tibetan National Uprising in Lhasa,
the capital of Tibet.
.
Since then, the Dalai Lama has found political
refuge in Dharamsala, India, which is the scat of
the government-in-exile. Over 120,000Tibetans
are currently in exile.
ln 1989. he won the Nobel Peace Prize for his
non-violent crusade for Tibetan freedom and bis
tolerance and willingness 10 compromise. He has
promised China that if Tibet is liberated, he will
give up his h.istorical political authority.
Brokaw, who was the first American anchor to
report on human rights abuses in Tibet and also
the first to conduct an interview with the Dalai
Lama, ended the ceremony, as he said, "I love a
living god with a big heart."

the·best way to start

your Friday.
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It~ that time ofyear,,,
Nomination ~ac~ets for tne
~ra Annual fxcellence
Awaras@lne Mecca
will ~e availa~leon
Weanesaa~, Novem~er 1~
~to~ ~~ ~our ~tuaent
Counciloffice to nominate
tne ~est stuaents,
faculfy/staff,ana ~rofessors
of ~our scnool or colle~e.

3rd

ANNUAL

H O '\VARO UN IVE RSITY

It's that time of" year...

110\\. Al( I) llNJ\I Jf" I I\ ,1 1 lll"-"l ,\,,f)t.: IAY-IO'i

Attention ALL Students:

....,..,,...

HUSA is how accepting
applications for the folio.w ing
positions:

The Howar d University Gen eral
Asse1nbly E lections peti tion s and
campaigning packets will be availab le i n
the HUSA o f fice s tarting Mond ay,
' November 16, 1998.

•photographer ( video editor)

••

Any validated s tudent in good academ ic
standing, who w ishes to run for eith er
HUSA Preside n t and Vice President o r
either Und ergraduate or Gradu ate
Trustee, please obta in t he p e ti tio n s from
the HUSA Offi ce, B lackburn R m . 102.

•set design artists
•poets/spoken word artists

.... u.r

•stage manager

The full p-acket is due back to the GAEC n o later lhan January
exceptions,

22, 1998 with no

Gnch H USA S late und Trustee cundidace i s required 10 obtain 1.he signatur'CS of at Jen.st 600
·
voUdhlctl J toward s tudents.

1

Any q uestions, please forward chem to HUSA .u 806•7007.

Each student council is requested to appoint a Local Election's C hair and
s ubmit that infonnation to HUSA by Dcce nibcr 1st.

Stop by 102 Blackburn or contact Candace Taylor
or Novella Ford @ 806-4136

- - - --;·~
.·:•:.r:·,_ _ __
~WtJ
J. Bl.u,· khurn &.:01vcr""11y C'-'lltt.•f • St111c 10.?
'-Vaslun1-tron. DC 40()')9

I\ .

(202) H06-1007
,.·:uc (202) 606-9'S4'S
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NATION/WORLD
Eye on The Diaspora
Wews From around the World
Middle ,East
JERUSALEM-The military ann of the radical Islamic group Hamas
demanded this week that Yasser Arafat halt a crackdown against it or
face violent vengeance. The threat cast a pall over last week's effort 10
begin implementing the Israeli-Palestinian peace agreement, but as of
Sunday. both sides were still pledging to move ahead as scheduled. In
recent days, Arafat's security forces have detained some Hamas leaders and put its founder, Sheik Ahmed Yassin, under house arrest.
South America
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)-The death toll from Hurricane Mitch
is now nearly at 7,000. The latest figures come from El Salvador, where
at least 63 people are dead. Most of the other fatalities occured in Honduras.and ~icaragua. Th~re is also fear that hundreds more may have
died in northern Nicaragua when downpours touched off a mudslide
on a volcano. Rescue workers and Nicaraguan air force helicopters are
still trying to get to the site of that disaster.

North America
Hous/011 --Space shuttle Discovery's astronauts set loose a sun-gaz-

ing satellite Sunday for two days of scientific flight, accomplishing what
another crew failed to do last year. John Glenn, who made a historic
return to space last Thursday, did not have an active role in the Spartan's release; the schedule had him wrapping up a workout on the stationary cycle at that time. NASA Admioiscrator Daniel Goldin promised
to send more senior citizens into space. but only if the research warmots it.

Eastern Europe
BERLIN -Thousands of Internet sites in Germany wenc blank as part
of a protest over Deutshe Telekom 's rate for connecting 10 cyberspace.
Thomas Von Treichel, who organized the strike, said that more than
6,000 Internet sites joined the action. Strikers are demanding that
Telekom, the former state-owned telephone monopoly. institute a special rate equivalent to 83 cents an hour for Internet.connections. Current charges for local connections are around $3.13 an hour.
Africa

NAIROBI -For the second straight year, Kenyan John Kagwe·won
the New York City Marathon in 2 hours, 8 minutes, 45 seconds-three
seconds ahead of bis countryman Joseph Chabet. It was the second-closest finish in the race's 29-year history. Kenyans also claimed the top
positions for the men and women's races in the Chicago Marathon a
few weeks ago.

Asia
NEW DELPHI -Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee
announced Sunday that his government will surrender its Internet
monopoly and begin issuing licenses to private providers in a week.
United News of India reported that the long-awaited announcement was
made at an information technology conference in the southern city of
Bangalore, India's computer capital. The government decided in September 1997 to open the Internet to private service providers, but implementation has been stalled by bureaucratic problems.
--Compiled from wire sen•ices by sraffwriter Abiola Heyliger.

BurnDeorisDisasterfree
Smokey is counting on you to follow the rules for
safely burning debris.
1. Check local laws on burning.

2. Don't bum on dry windy days.
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South Africa's Truth Commissionj'
Releases Atrocities Report
I
By MICHELLE MULLEN IX
Hilltop Staff Writer
The Truth and Reconciliation
Commission released its final
report of the atrocilies commitced
by South Africa's former white
leaders during the period 1960 to
1994 on Oct. 30. The commission,
lead by Archbishop Desmond
Tutu, was created to uncover the
truth about the inhuman crimes
commitled by the white regime
during apartheid and to help the
victims heal emotionally. It was
designed to enable the country to
move forward and succeed without
destroying itself in a quest for
revenge.
Archbishop Tutu, who won the
1984 Nobel Peace Prize for his

non-violent resistance to apartheid,
lead the TRC with ·a message of
honesty and an open agenda to find
the truth behind the crimes commilled.
The commission tried to create a
model which would help to
appease the racial conOicts within
South Africa. Given the lack of
resources and limited time, chis
was not an easy task. Dr. Robert J.
Cummings, an African Studies professor at Howard University, said,
"The TRC represented an opportunity for reconciling differences.
[But] it was flawed because the
commission had no rules, no history to follow."
The commission offered legal
amnesty to those who stepped forward to admit to crimes, including

Nelson Mandela's former wife,
Winnie, who was asked to admit to
murder commiued by her bodyg11ards "After prodd1·ng from Tutu
' ·
•
she eventually apologized-though
she accepted no responsibility-for
things that went horribly wrong,"
stated EJJis Cose of Newsweek.
The TRC enabled victims to hear
the confessions of those who had
committed violent acts against
them. Th'e trials also allowed the
victims to interact with the perpetrators in ways unheard of in the
past. The victims could witness the
apologies by those who had torlured and hurt them and, if they
were willing, could then offer forgiveness. This process helped the
victims to move beyond the horrors
of their past and into a brighter

future.
1
However, some of the victimsf
said they feel the commission aban- ,
doned them and did not fulfill the .
,
promises it made. While the com-I
mission has helped 10 ease some ofl
the emotional anguish the people(
have endured over the years, they,1
have not been helped financially or
socially. Many South Africans are
still living with the same sub-standard socioeconomic status that they
had before apartheid was abot-!
ished. This has brought about rnuch l
conflict within South Africa. Dr.;
Cummings said, "The ANC raised •
the people's expectations too high ..
. .too much, too soon. It takes a
while for transformation."

Yale U. Faculty Member Under FBI
Inves(igation fQr Child Pornography
By CHARLES FORELLE
Yale Daily News

(U-WIRE) NEW HAVEN. Conn. - Fom1er
Saybrook Master Antonio Lasaga, who resigned
suddenly from his position last Friday, is the
subject of a federal child pornography investigation, television station WFSB-TV reported
1\,esday Nov, I0.
FBI agents found several pornographic pictures of children and two computers that were
used to download, store and print chi ld pornography. the station reported. citing unnamed FBI
sources.
The evidence was uncovered in Lasaga's Saybrook rooms during a search executed by the
FBI last Friday.
Top Yale officials confinned lase night that the
FBI is investigating Lasaga, but they refused 10
comment on the scope of the investigation.
No criminal charges had been filed against
Lasaga as of yesterday evening. .
The inventory of items removed has not yet
been released to the public, but that information
could be known as early as tomorrow, sources
in the New Haven Federal Dist.rict Coun clerk's
office said.

Lasaga shocked students and colleagues when
he resigned from his position as master last Friday.
Lasaga cou ld not be reached for comment by
telephone or at his Cheshire residence last nighc.
His house was occupied by at least one individual.
Lights were on, cunains were drawn, and the
windows were papered over.
University officials refu sed to comment on
when they first learned of the FBI investigation.
Interim Saybrook Master Harry Adams has
said President Richard Levin telephoned him
Thursday and asked him to fill the post.
Yale College Dean Richard Brodhead told an
assembly of Saybrook students on Friday that
Lasaga had stepped down "for personal reasons." "Prying is futile." he said.
··we trust your maturity,'' he added.
University officials continued to decline 10
confirm the investigation early this week. but the
University released a statement late yesterday
night confmning that Lasaga is under investigation by the U.S. Attorney's Office.
The statement said that Yale will not comment
on specific questions about the investigation
since it is "in the hands of the law enforcement
authorities."
"'For the administration to speak about the

investigation when we are not conducting it
would create the risk that we would involuntarily convey imperfect knowledge or a false
sense of certainty," Brodhead said.
Local, state and federal officials were also
tight-lipped yesterday,
U.S. Attorney Stephen Robinson, Acting Chief
of the Yale University Police James Perrotti, and
University Police Lt. Russell Kozak, the Yale
police official handling the investigation, all
declined to comment.
In add.it.ion to resigning his position as master1
of Saybrook, Lasaga has taken an indefinite
leave of absence from his teaching duties.
Lasaga currently remains a member of Yale's
tenured faculty. But on sufficient moral grounds,,
Yale could revoke his tenure in a University tribunal.
The process is rare and extreme and has not
been used in recent memory, said Provost AUson Richard. Yale's chief llcademic and financial officer.
There are currently no discussions about
invoking it now, she said.
It is rare for Yale to revoke a professor's
tenure, one member of the Yale administration
added. The standard is ··moral curpitude, not
criminal conviction:·

Needs Writers and Graphic Artists to
.Contribute to the Hilltop's New
Visual and
Literary Art Page.

3. Clear a 30-foot cirde around debris before
lighting fire.
4. Keep shovel, rake and water nearby.
5. Don't leave fire unattended by an adult, even
for a minute.
6. Consider alternatives to burning: composting,
recycling, or hauling to a landfill.
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Yearbook Pi
res for
I 9 Graduates!
•s is yolll' LASt', NA
ONE AND ONLY CHANCE
LE ! to take your
yearbook
pi
e!
-----.
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When: Monday, November 16th until
Friday, November 20th

Where: Music Listening Room on the Basement Level of
the Blackburn Center
Times: Monday, Wednesday, & Friday
9am until 5pm ·

Tuesday & Thursday 12pm until 8pm
Cost: A minimum of $1 0, cash only
I-

f

•

Please be advised the photographer takes a one hour
lunch break daily. If you wait until Friday there is no
1

guarantee that you w;11 get your photo taken.
Qu,estions_
? Cati the Bison Yearbook Office

@

806-78.70
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Q. TERAH JACKSON III

Don't Sleep on Space
Tragic. Space may hold the cures for cancer, AIDS
and overpopulation. If we are not moved by heroes or
advances in space, perhaps more strategic initiatives
are required.

' , For most of the millennium, humankind has
looked to the stars for navigation, guidance,
even gods."
-John Glenn

Suggested NASA PR Portfolio
Scenario I -The Space War: The Pentagon announces
UFOs exist and General Norman Schwartzkopf will
lead the counter-offensive to blast those Aliens back
to Mars.
Scenario 2- Space the Movie: NASA hires Steven
Spielberg to document future geriatric missions: Aged
Astronauts: Brittle Knees and Dizzy Spells
Scenario 3- The Million Martian March: Farrakan,
recognizing the disparity between Civil Rights and
Space exploration, holds his next march on Mars.

"T-minus three, two, one, lift off . .. "
he television flickered as Discovery's engines
fired from the earth. Across Howard University's campus, middle-aged front desk workers leaned forward to see John Glenn return to space.
They seemed entranced in a hero who revived memories of their adolescence.
Elsewhere, students danced to the hip-hop we won't
stop of Howard's Homecoming Fashion Show, With
age the determinant of interest, Glenn's mission objectives may not be obtained.
Senator Glenn has two unofficial mission objectives.
First, to study the physiological similarities between
aging and space travel ( dizziness, diminished immunity, and blood flow complications). Second, to inspire
a disenchanted American public.
Glenn's mission is being criticized as the latest in a
series of NASA public relations campaign including
the Mars Pathfinder, the Soujoumer satellite and the
Hubble telescope. Each lacked the intensity, fear and
tension of Glenn's 1962 mission to orbit the earth.
"We should be spending our money on things that
really matter, like welfare and education," said Emily
Wientraub, 19.
Perhaps this generation emphasizes "the here"
because it saw its presence in space bum up and flicker in the Challenger explosion, causing a deep-seated
fear in the psyche of young adults-Space: do not go
there.
Perhaps we need a President like JFK to say, "We do
these things, not because they are easy, but because they
are hard."
Space exploration in "those days" was war with Russia. Pilots rode rockets ready to explode and became
heroes in an era that ended with the Cold War.

Reading the Scale

assin'
hope that I won't have to alter my rounds of
Chocolate City because I am destined to lose, to
be denied, to be reminded just how very far we
still have to go. I have kept quiet on this issue far too
long, but now I can no longer restrain my anger about
this festering problem that is apparently not getting better; if anything, it's continuing to spread its rot to every
section of this metropolis.
What be this festering sore, this cancer, this no win
game? Cabs.
Now, some of my melanin challenged readers will ask
how I can use such strong words on something like
taxicabs, but when you add into this equation a black
male, it is easy to see how I can have such adamant
feelings toward this filthy operation that has denied me
access simply because I am a black male.
_This past weekend, the latest saga in the taxicab
drama, has spurred me to take action and let it be
known that I will not tolerate this blatantly discriminatory practice of denying black people, especially
black males, ridership in the city's taxis.
This past Halloween, when most of Howard was celebrating homecoming in the traditional manner, I
decided to try something different, and go to Georgetown with my date and look at all the craziness that
takes place during Halloween. The date went off
smoothly, the scene was as live as the news made it
out to be and my spirits were high. Around I a.m., my
date and I decided to call it a night and head back to
our beloved Howard University, so we decided to catch
a cab only to witness cab after cab after cab pass us
by.
One particular moment replays in my mind with crystal clear accuracy. It had been about 45 minutes into
our hunt for a cab when my date was standing on the
edge of the median while I was off in the background

Q. Te rah Jackson III is a junior philosophy major.
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Each is guaranteed to increase public interest.
John Glenn's mission is a return to the old days,
before the Civil Rights War was won-when white
men were the exclusive benefactors of space. On
Glenn's 1998 mission the crew is composed of one
Spanish man, one Japanese woman and four white
American men. If this ratio continues the New International Space Station might be an orbiting "Men's
Club."
So Science and Engineering majors, as you close your
books, how many African descendants are astronauts?
The real revolution is in our minds. We need Buffalo Soldiers and Tuskegee Airmen for the 21st century. Like soldiers of war, astronauts in space incite race
pride.
So, let's sleep on space.
If there is a space war, we'll get there. And, after
Amistad, who better to direct the movie than Steven
Spielberg?
Yes, it may be Star Trek morality, but our Civil
Rights reality relates to our presence in space.

"What? What kind of question is that?" Nick said
loudly. "People don't ask questions like that. That's
stupid. You'.re crazy. I'm not going to answer that."
"Well, I asked," I said, getting upset. "And I want you
to answer."
"No," he said stubbornly. "That's stupid."
"I'd give you an eleven," offered Martin.
"Thanks," I snapped. I returned to glaring at Nick.
"Oh, she's making a face," Martin said. "Just for that
face, I'll give you a twelve."
"Nick!" I yelled. "Answer the question! Why won't
you answer the question?"
"Because it's stupid," he yelled back. "I can't answer
that question."
"Why is it that whenever I ask you something you
don't want to answer, it's stupid? You're just a wimp.
Answer the question."
"No."
"OK, a 13," Martin threw in.
Nick got up and walked around the room.
"What would you give him?" Martin asked. "Or better yet, what would you give me?"
"I don't work with scales," I said churlishly, still pout'ing. "I think they're childish. But since you guys seem
to place such value in them, I'd like to know where I
stand."
"The scale is not perfect," said Marc pensively. "I
haven't figured out how to put looks and personality
together. I mean, what gets more points? A seven is
average looks, average personality. But which parts of
a person push them above a seven? Do you get three
extra points for a perfect body and two for a great personality?"
"Why don't you just have two scales," I said sarcastically. "That way you can separate looks from personality altogether."
"Great idea!" He approved enthusiastically. "Problem solved."
***
(Sigh). I give up. What's the point in having a scale
if you can-' t gauge your own weight?

Conversation with Nick and his twin
brothers, Martin and Marc:

(since the odds of a cab stopping for a black female
are slightly better). A white couple walked up to the
same spot as my date and held out their hands, and in
less than five minutes they were picked up by a cab
driver.
Discouraged, cold and upset at what we had just witnessed, we gave up on getting home by cab, so we
walked to the campus of George Washington University and asked campus security for assistance in getting home.
Later that night, at home, my anger took new form
as I redirected it toward the true source: taxi drivers
who passed me based solely upon the color of skin.
They made no attempt to stop for me but would bend
over backwards for my white counterpart. In their eyes,
they had transformed me from an educated college student exposed to th~ freezing elements on a cold Halloween night to a black monstrosity--faceless and
emotionless. In a word, invisible.
I became what Ralph Ellison had depicted in his masterpiece, "Invisible Man," a man who was ignored by
the very society he lives in. But instead of reacting with
my fist I shall act with my words (for now) and make
it known that this will not continue. I call to my
Howard University peeps and ask that you stand up and
let our collective voices be heard. Now is the time for
us to speak out against this social injustice and let the
cab companies know that we shall not tolerate this anymore. I challenge each of you to take a stand and not
let this injustice continue like the malignant tumor that
it is. If we were able to 111obilize and take action over
program changes two years ago, then I have nothing
but the strongest faith that we can take decisive action
and cauterize this rotting cancer.

Javier L. Benton is a junior political science major.

"What would you give Debbie?" Nick asked Marc,
who has dread locks.
"Hmmm. Let me think. I don't know her personality, so I think I'd give her a nine."
"A nine?" I asked in surprise. "You don't know her
personality, so you'll give her a nine?"
"Oh, it's out of 14," he corrected hastily. "A nine just
means she's above average, which is a seven."
"So how did you arrive at a nine?" I asked curiously.
"Well, she has dreads, which automatically gets an
extra point with me, and she's cool," he shrugged.
"You'd just give her a nine?" Nick asked incredulously. "Then what would you give Melinda?"
"Hmmm. A nine."
"You're nuts! You'd give Debbie a nine and Melinda a nine! You're crazy."
"You have to understand that Melinda is one of
Marc's best friends," interjected Martin, who has a
baldhead, reasonably. "That counts for a lot."
"But still ... a nine. That's pushing it. I think Debbie's way above Melinda."
"You have to take everything into account," said Marc
thoughtfully. "Looks, personality, sense of humor.
And as far as I'm concerned, things like dreads and
body piercings get extra points."
"Why?" I asked.
"Body piercings say something about a person,"
Marc said.
"Not necessarily," I said. "The person could be fol-

lowing a trend."
"True, true," he said. "So they could either gain points
or lose them. I haven't perfected the scale yet. People
get half-points for some things and lose fractions of
points for others."
"A perfect score would be a really good friend first,
and then you'd have a sexual attraction to them too,"
Nick said.
I looked at him narrowly. "Where am I on that
scale?"

Elizabeth Circo is a sophomore political science and
philosophy double major.

MUMIA ABU-JAMAL

A
t has often been observed that
America is a truly violent
nation, as shown by the thousands of cases of social and communal violence that occur daily in
the nation. Every year, some
20,000 people are killed by others
and an additional 20,000 folks kill
themselves. Add to this the nonlethal violence that Americans
daily inflict on each other, and we
begin to see the tracings of a nation
immersed in a fever of violence.
But, as remarkable and harrowing
as this level and degree of violence
is, it is, by far, not the most violent
feature of living in the midst of the
American empire. We live, equal-

ly immersed, and to a deeper
degree, in a nation that condones
and ignores wide-ranging "structural" violence, of a kind that
destroys human life with a breathtaking ruthlessness. Former Massachusetts prison official and writer,
Dr. James Gilligan, observes in his
book "Violence: Reflections On a
National Epidemic." : "By ' structural violence' I mean the increased
rates of death and disability suffered by those who occupy the bottom rungs of society, as contrasted
by those who are above them.
These are not acts of God."
This form of violence, not covered by any of the majoritarian,

uiet and Deadly Silence
corporate, ruling-class protected
media, is invisible to us, and
because of its invisibility, is all the
more insidious. How dangerous is
it really? Gilligan notes:
"[E]very fifteen years, on the
average, as many people die
because of relative poverty as
would be killed in a nuclear war
that caused 232 million deaths; and
every single year, two to three
times as many people die from
poverty throughout the world as
were killed by the Nazi genocide of
the Jews over a six-year period."
This is, in effect, the equivalent of
an ongoing, unending, in fact
accelerating, thermonuclear war,

or genocide on the weak and poor.
This vicious, circular, and invisible violence, unacknowledged by
corporate media, uncriticized in
substandard educational systems,
and un-understood by the very
folks who suffer in its grips, feeds
on the spectacular and more common forms of violence that the system makes d*** sure that we can
recognize and must react to it. This
fatal and systematic violence may
be called The War on the Poor. It
is found in every country, submerged beneath the sands of history, buried, yet ever present, as
omnipotent as death. In the struggles over the commons in Europe,

when the peasants struggled and
lost their battles for their communal lands ( a precursor to similar
struggles throughout Africa and
the Americas), this violence was
sanctified, by church and crown, as
the "Divine Right of Kings" to the
spoils of class battle. The law was
a tool of the powerful to protect
their interests, then, as now. It was
a weapon against the poor and
impoverished, then, as now. It punished retail violence, while turning
a blind eye to the wholesale violence daily done by their class masters. The law was, and is, a tool of
state power, utilized to protect the
status quo, no matter how oppres-

sive that status was, or is.
Systems are essentially ways of
doing things that have concretized
into tradition, and custom, without
regard to the rightness of those
ways. No system that causes this
kind of harm to people should be
allowed to remain, based solely
upon its time in existence. Systems must serve life, or be discarded as a threat and a danger to
life.
Such systems must pass away, so
that their great and terrible violence passes away with them.

Mumia Abu-Jamal is a prisoner
on Pennsylvania's death row.
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Goodbye, Newt
The Republican pany is still reeling from the outcome of the Nov. 3 elections, which saw G.O.P. hopes
for tightened control of Congress dashed by the harsh
reality that Republicans couldn't simply sit back
smugly in their barcoloungers during the Monica S.
Lewinsky scandal and watch the votes come pouring
in. No longer could they rely on "morphing" Democrats into the likeness of Bill Clinton (as they did to great
effect four years ago) and expect dividends; voters
were subjected 10 political races more about style than
substance, more emphasis on pithy prounoucements
than on substantive platforms.
As we noted in this space last week, news that the
G.O.P. did far worse than they hoped at the polls on
election day is apt testament to a voter backlash
against the constant allegation-manufacturing which
characterizes much of today's political game.
Prominent Republicans, once so powerful that their
offices looked unassailable, have now fallen like so
many dominoes: Lauch Faircloth, Alfonse D'Amato,
and now, former House Speaker Newt Gingrich have
joined the ranks.of the newly unemployed. Faced with
an imminent pany coup, the architect of I994's vaunt-

-

ed "Republican Revolution" and the Contract with
America, Gingrich abruptly made his exit from public office on Nov. 6.
We remember well Gingrich's grandiose (if absurd)
claims of things of high national interest. like the higher aptitude of men over women as giraffe hunters.
Though Newt is gone, we'll continue to miss him if
only as a gaffe machine that. while not quite in the
orderofa Dan Quayle, comes awfully close to matching his demonstrations of abject stupidity when shooting off at the lip.
But we shouldn' t look to our national leaders for
comic relief.
Rather, they are duty•bound to serve the interests of
the people, and by our verdict, Gingrich, who championed tax cuts for the rich at the expense of funding
for social programs like increased public school funding, hasn't done much in that vein.
So we give Mr. Gingrich a send-off befitting his newfound status as private citizen: don't let the door bit
you in the rear on your way out.

IF YOU BUILD IT,
THEY WILL COME
Homecomipg '98 drew an estimated 50,000 people circumstances. The baseball team has to play its
to Howard University. Students, alumni and guests "home" games at Banneker Field. The tennis teams
packed the va,:ious homecoming events. The obvious compete at Banneker High as well.
How can Howard att.ract top high school athletes
overcrowding qf.the yard led to one basic concern: the
lack of facilities 10 accommodate these people.
with these facilities? Believe it or not, facilities arc a
,Since this is t.he "Mecca," shouldn't we already • major factor in the recruiting process. It has been said
have the proper venues 10 hold these events? Sure, it's this school is not for athletics at all. True. Howard Unia good thing Homecoming is back on campus. but if versity should focus on academics, but sports is a
major activities are in Cramton, Burr and Greene, then major fund-raiser and a part of the whole college cxpewhat's the point? These three places combined still _rience. Participating in sports is how many students
don ·1 measure up to the large facilities on most col- arc able to pay for school.
lege campuses.
Solution: a Howard University sports complex able
Many people think black colJeges can' t afford world- to accommodate a variety of sports such as football.
class facilities. That's very inaccurate. Take Howard basketball, track and tennis. Sure, tuition will rise drasUniversity, for example. This school has the highest tically, but that happens every year.
endowment of any black college in America. Since
Rankin Memorial Chapel is also too small 10 accomthat is the case, shouldn't this school have the best of modate the number of students that attend Chapel on·
everything? lf one travel down south to the Atlanta Sunday mornings. One key solution would be 10
University Center, one will see real college-style move Chapel services 10 Cramton Auditorium. But
facilities. There are high schools with better buildings maybe that would make too much sense, right?
than Howard. It is embarrassing for guests 10 see
So the point is to invest in constructing quality facilGreene Stadium-and Burr Gymnasium is older than ities and purchasing quality property, not crack housdirt.
es. It's about time for Howard to finally live up to its
Much to their credit. the athletic teams here have good n:irne!
been able to maintain stable programs, considering the

KJ(/

Letters to the Editor
THE HILLTOP, the nation's largest Black collegiate newspaper, encourages you to share
your opini?ns and ideas. THE HILLTOP will onJy publish letters addressed to the Senior
Editorial Editor in response to materials published in the newspaper. The Senior Editorial Editor reserves the right to edit letters for space and style. All letters and commentaries must be typed and signed with full addresses and telephone numbers.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are theviews of THE HILLTOP Editorial Board and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Howard University, its administration, individual HILLTOP Board members, or the student body.

Please address letters and commentaries to:
Senior Editorial Editor
THEHILLTOP
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20001
or via email at
thehilltop@hotmail.com

THE MISSION STATEMENT
Produced entirely by the students it serves, THE HILLTOP is the newspaper of

Where's the Shuttle
Convenience?
There is a problem at Howard University, one that the Safeway in Adam ·s Morgan without the assistance
poses a threat of danger 10 students. This problem is · of the shuttle- and arc forced to walk several blocks,
one of security, one that could affect numerous stu- with heavy bags, to the shuttle at Meridian Hill Hall
dents, but one that is overlooked by the powers that be to get back to campus. See any security concerns eviat Howard. The problem is the schedules and routes dent in this statement? Here's a few: I.) Students are
of the shuttle buses that the University has contract- walking through somewhat dangerous neighborhoods
ed, ostensibly for our safety, but in reality, to the detri- with money 10 go shopping, 2.) On their way back, SIU·
ment of it.
dents are burdened with heavy bags, which would hinHaving shuttle buses creates a sense of false securi- der them in trying to protect themselves or run. 3.) Very
ty in the students, because they believe that they will few of us know karate.
have t.ransportation up and down Georgia Avenue and
In that san1e vein, students getting off of the Shawto and from their dorms to campus. Of course, this is Howard Met.ro stop frequently end up walking up
what the shuttles are for, and this is the service that the
Georgia Avenue at any time oft.he day and night. Those
shuttles should provide. The point of shuttle buses is
who have the misfortune of getting off the last Metro
to offer extra convenience and safety 10 I.he students
of
the evening do not have a choice-they have to walk,
of the University. Unfortunately, the shuttles that serve
or
they would be waiting all night for the shuttle. Not
the student body are inconvenient and at times pose
only
is this shuttle inconvenient, it is also unsafe. Studangerous threats to the students.
dents
should 1101 be walking up Georgia Avenue in the
The Intra-Campus Shuttle takes too long 10 get from
middle
of the night. It defeats the purpose of having a
'Howard Plaza Towers to the Howard-Shaw Metro
stop. It takes anywhere from forty minutes to an hour shuttle all together.
On the topic of convenience, the shuttle that serves
to get from the Towers to the stop. This is ridiculous,
and students at the Towers have found it more conve- Carver and Slowe stops at 3:30 p.m. Are we to assume
nient just to walk. Waiting for the this shuttle, at any that all those students do not need to travel directly
of its numerous stops, can be agony. No matter where between campus and their dorms after 3:30 p.m.? And
one is trying to go, it is usually quicker to walk than Meridian's shutlle is too big to fit down the streets of
to wait for the shuttle.
its route. Often, it is involved in traffic jams, which can
Also, whoever creates the routes acknowledged the be very annoying and time-consuming.
need of students to go to a grocery store, but-helloThe entire shuttle system needs to be reworked.
the Safeway on Rhode Island Avenue is closed. Despite Obviously, the needs of the student body are bigger
this obvious and outdated fact, the shuttle continues to than three shuttle routes, but this is a problem that
go by there. The route should be redirected to a super- affects the majority of the student body and, as an issue
market that is actually open. As of now, students go to of security, should be looked into immediately.

record/or the Howard University community. Within its pages, our readers will witness
objective reporting and stories from a uniquely African-American perspective at the premiere historically Black university in the world. We proudly continue a tradition of excellence, for our readers and our distinguished legacy deserve nothing less.
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The Poet's Pen
•

t

read off of a paper or anything, but I don't perform in
the sense of giving people a perfo,mance with a band,
deejay, or whatever. I just recite and hope everybody
feels what I'm saying.''
Harkins said she refers to her work as messages because
they either teach listeners something new or make them
contemplate what they already know. Although her work
By T ASHA STEWART
mainly discusses a~pects of African-American life,
Hilltop Staff Writer
Harkins said she doesn't want her work to be pigeonholed. When one write.~ about the
f the movie Lm·e Jones entices your taste for poet- same thing repeatedly, people know
ry, then the fLLm Slam must be increasing the what to expect. she said.
hunger. Slam features the spoken-word anist Saul
'"I write abou1 my people, our culWilliams, in the role of a convicted dn,g dealer who uses ture and anything that penains 10 us,
his words to fight his battles when he is incarcerated.
but it's possible to do it all." she said.
However, many Howard University students say "That might sound broad, but anythey've been hungry for the spoken word for years. thing I write or hear others recite
Though some think the poetry scene just "arrived," applies to us as long as it's important
many student.s have been living their lives as college to what we're going through, even if
poets for quite some time. Among them is junior jour- it'sjustto make us laugh. I'm worknalism major LaQuis Hark.ins. She said that although ing on striking a balance between
she's been writing since slie was young, she began tak- education and cnlcrtainmcnl."
ing her writing seriously a year ago. After perforn1ing
Sophomore speech communications major Zenobia
in last year's Spring Black Arts Poetry Show, she ' Spencer also writes and recites, bul has been doing so
started meeting more poets on campus and visiting dif- for several years. A writer since she was young, she
ferent places where they congregate.
decided to share her work with others af1er going to a
She has fell inspired ever since.
poetry club one night when she was in high school. She
"I don't even consider what I do as poetry. I write and quickly became a regular at a weekly poetry show held
recite messages," she said. "I say, recite and not per- in the back of Litex, a black-owned bookstore in her
form, because I don't think that I perform yet. I don't hometown of Chicago. When she arrived at Howard,

Student Voice Heard
Through Spoken Verse

I

she perfonned in various open mike ciphers on and off
campus. Despite the apprehension she fell when she
first started reciting, now, she said, she believes her
poetry must be heard by others.
·'My poetry is something that everyone needs, like a
vitamin for their bodies," she said. "I write about my
surroundings, my everyday life. Most of my poems arc
aboul action and empowcnncnl for African Americans.
l see what everyone else docs, but doesn' I want to talk
out loud about. I'm the word
behind those images," she said.
One of the on-campus poets
whose work Spencer admires
most is Drew Anderson. The
senior biology major said
though he literally has been
writing his entire life, his first
cipher was in the Punch6ut during a Campus Pal even!.
" I really wasn' t felt so l started going to smaller spots where
people gave me more love," he
said. ·'Before, I'd just been writing and keeping it to
myself, but people started seeing me and requesting me.
Once I discovered places where there was a venue for
it, I really started perfom1ing."
Anderson said in the bcgi,ming, the idea of baring his
soul to the world through his work scared him. But similar to Spencer's experience, when he realized people
understood and related to what he was saying, he real-

"Poets are born, not
made. You don't
become one overnight.
Poets are ordained by
God."-Brandi Forte

ized it had to be done.
"When people started feeling me, I knew I had a gift
and a responsibility to share it," he said. "I look at the
world and see things I like and don' t like. I talk a lot
about people, relationships and attitudes people have, .
especial ly those that need to be flX~- To me, it's like
I'm kicking a conversation 10 you. It's the way others
feel, but don' t know how to put into words."
Anderson called junior broadcast journalism major
Brandi Forte, another poet on Howard's campus, his
"soul sister." They collaborated on a piece for the
Homecoming event, Artistry In Motion. Both Forte
and Anderson had strong words for those who hopped
on the poetry bandwagon after the premiere of the
movie Love Jones.
"A lot of people came on'{the poetry scene) thinking they could write prose after 1hc movie came out,"
Fone said. "But that's not IIUe. Poets arc born, not
made. You don't become one overnight. Poets are
ordained by God."
Anderson said the movie over-glamorized the poetry scene.
"I call all those fake poets 'hoets.' I'm slave to the
pen, but hoets are slave to the wa,c (of popularity]."
he said. "They speak for effect, or the props they think
they'll collect. Hocts speak for the applause. But
poetry is more than just running your mouth. You have
to actually be saying something."

The Ridicule, The Shame: The Night Life.
By ALEXANORLA

VAUGHN

am a country girl from Killen, Ala., a peppered
town with no night spots. However, I broadened
my horizons when I came to D.C.
Like many other freshmen girls, I was fascinated and
strangely attracted 10 its club culture. While various
people enjoy this unique ritual, the experience has
become progressively worse each time I stepped out
of the Quad in hopes of gracing D.C. Live or the Ritz.
My worse club encounter occurred during the week
of Homecoming, when l decided, along with 2,000 others, to go to a "pink panty party." As a girl who is wel lendowed in the back, I unwisely chose to wear a black
Posh Spice dress and for tliis, I was tonurcd. As my

l

friends and I stood on Georgia Avenue pleading for the
speeding cabs to stop, I felt cheap and degraded as guys
drove by in their Lexus' and yelled, '·How much?"
"Slut," and "Can I take you home?'"
My dress was appropriate for the fact that I
would be crammed in a matchbox with hundreds of other sweaty, foreign bodies'
body parts trying to move enough to call the
movement dancing. If God blessed everyone
with a liule common sense, why wou ld these
Neanderthals. who knew where I was going, try
to lower my self-esteem?
When a cab finally stopped, men.still harassed my
friends and I, and were especially torturous to one of
my friends who God endowed heavily in the fronl. As
the night progressed and we walked down a primitive

alley towards the tacky club, so did the comments. And
as owners of the club asked me to come in and dance,
guys tried to put their hands on my waist.
Disgusted at the thousands of other nearnaked girls, my friends and I ran out in front
of cabs in hopes of quickly getting home.
Hatred and frnstration enflamed me as
. •.
.
guys drove by and videotaped my friends
and me as if we were cheap whores or
porn stars.
And now the questions come: Why can't I
wear what I want without being perceived as something
that I am not? Why do men act as animals when they
sec a skimpily dressed girl. Why do I have to dress
skimpily in order to get in to a club and bump body
parts with strange. crusty old men whcr claim to go to

FIRST
· PERSON

The Real World

sweat pants?

The standards are quite different for women. I must
be beautiful. I must be quiet. I must be submissive. I
must never have a bad day and I must be able to handle everything. God forbid me to ever leave my hair
uncombed or to tum my underwear inside out. The
standards arc different and unfortunately what will be
will be, so next Sunday night when my friends ask,
"[Alexandria], what arc you wearing to the club?" I will
calmly reply, "too-shirt and my panties."

Alexandria Va11gh11 is a freshman majoring i11 lmer11ario11al B11si11ess a11d Markeri11

Just Blow It Up!
Inflatable Chair Sales
Soar

Dereck Rodgers has always been an advocate for
modest celebrations. So, it comes as no surprise that after
helping his Cross Country team to a Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference Championship, all he did was go to the
movies with a few of his teammates.
"[My teammates and I) were having a good time with
it, but we weren't being wild with it. We did what were
supposed 10 do;' said the I 9-year-old Illinois native who
ran 5.3 miles and was placed 21 out of 77.
Despite the end of the cross-country sea~on, his days
of rnnning arc not over yet. He will soon start traini ng
File Phoio
for indoor track. And through it all, Rodgers vows to get Ocrcc.k Rodgers and bis girlfriend Ocvia Carter, will <'Clebratc
a high grade point average for this semester.
their two year reunion on Nov. 18.
"I go1 all [sa1isfaetory marks] on my progress report,
but still I could fool around and lose my scholarship with all [satisfactory marks] on my card," he said while lying
in his bed underneath a thick comforter on Sunday afternoon.
It's 3:05 p.m. and Rodgers, a mechanical engineering major, hasn't inched from his bed all day. He admits that
he didn't go to bed until 4 a.m. this morning.
"I was talking to my girlfriend on the phone," he said.
Thoughts of his girlfriend, Spelman College freshman Devin Carter, have been a constant source of inspiration
Rodgers said. Nov. l Swill mark the couples second anniversary, he said. As a pre-celebration of the coupling,
Carter flew up from Atlanta and met Ocrcck for Homecoming.
Now, after homecoming, all Rodgers has left are the memories. And a bunch of dried niby red roses that hang
upside down in his window. They're.the roses that he gave Devi n when she came to DC al the beginning of Homecoming week.
REAL WORLD, Continued on B3
-Jason T. Smith

Howard? Lastly, why, If I have so much lo offer. am I
seen as an object to be screwed even when I have on

By L AURA FtmNANDES
Hilltop Staff Writer

T

he holiest novelly item for home decor
seems to be the crafty inflatable furniture
concept. The sale of these trendy, space-efficient, inflatable chairs and recliners has boomedespeciaUy among young consumers at stores such as
Urban Outfitters.
"Their cheap, comfortable and they add flavor to a
drab donn room," said junior Kristy Hindt. The
Howard Plaza Towers resident has two chairs, each
of which cost between Sl4 and $20.
Retailers are taking advantage of the furniture trend
that has stimulated a parycularly young market. The
chairs and love scats can be found jn stores including Nordstroms, Urban Outfitters, Linen & Things
and even Sam Goody. Prices range from $14 to $79
depending on the size. Most arc made of plastic, but
there are some that arc covered with velveteen for a
softer touch.
All stores report strong sales but also high returns.
"They are selling great but a lot of customers bring
them back because the air pump doesn't work or
after popping them," said Urban Outfitters cashier
Josh Radding. "Their a great concept but they are
terrible for smokers. The chairs with the metallic
colors can also be annoying to look at all the time."
Besides being affordable, the furniture serves other
functions which may explain its popularity. For the
dorm student, it provides an alternative place for
guests to sit.

See CHAIR, B2
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Music Review
By BRANDON M. BICKERSTAFF
Hilltop Staff Writer
Crucial Conflict
ALBUM: Good Side Bad Side
PRODUCTION: Wildstyle
LABEL: Pallas/Universal
Featured Artist: R. Kelly, Do
or Die, Three 6 Mafia
Never, Kilo, Cold Hard and Wild•
style, collectively known as Crucial
Conflict, return to the rap scene
with their sophomore effort, Good
Side Bad Stile. The album is the
group's follow up .10 their 1996
debut, The Fi11a/ 1ic, which featured such hits as "Hay" and
Showdown."
The Chicago based quartet wields
their "giddy-up" rhyme style over
18 tracks, 17 of which were produced by Wildstyle. The album,
much like the group's debut, takes
their audience on a journey through
Chicago's rough and tumble west
side. In fact, Good Side Bad Side is
almost too much like the group's
flrst album, leaving fans little reason to buy the second.
11

Falling prey to the 'sophomore
jinx; the album's production straddles the thin line between consistency and redundancy. Many of the
songs sound extremely similar,
while the "giddy-up" style starts to
get annoying towards the middle of
the album. And while Wildstyle
clearly outshines the rest of the
group with his rhyme delivery, his
production becomes repetitive and
rather boring.
Up-tempo songs such as "Scummy" and "Swing it Over Here"
offer no diversity while "Come
On," the group's unsuccessfu l
attempt at a love song, is delivered
over an excessively sappy track.
Poorly sung chorus and insignificant lyrics also fail to contribute:
"Hey it's bee11 a /011g day/Time to
11111vi1uV Let's ger lost and sip some
wine/ lirtle rasre of Bump 'N'
Gri11d/To11ighr is the 11ighr
baby/He11' is go1111a be sway be
tool You amaze me Boo/Got me
screami11g' 0111 like gravy/ GooGoobidy-Goo..."
Good Side Bad Side doesn't
receive much help from cross-town
ally Do or Die in "Airplane." Mem-

phis' Three 6 Mafia lends its southern flavor to the albu m in "2
bogus:• but even the featured artists
are upstaged by the energetic delivery of Wildstyle.
Despite its abundance of shortcomings, the album does have a few
bright spots. In the R. Kelly-produced "Ghetto Queen," Kelly
shows the youngsters how a love
ballad is supposed to be done.
Another pleaser is the mid-tempo
"Faceless Ones," where Crucial
Conflict's lyrical delivery as well as
the track's production are both up
10 par. With a harmonized chorus
slightly reminiscent of the group's
midwest rival Bone Thugs-N-Harmony, "Faceless Ones·• is one of the
few jewels that save Good Side
from complete mediocrity.
Die-hard Crucial Conflict fans
looking for the same flavor offered
on the group's debut will enjoy
Good Side Bad Side. However, for
those who were looking for the
group to elevate past the minor success of The Final nc. the bad side
far outweighs the goo.d.

Courtesy of Universal Records
Crucial Conflict return

to the rap scene with their sophomore effort, Good Side Bad Side.

Chocolate Boy Wonder Creates a Winner
Pete Rock Fuses Versatility, Beats in New LP
By NATASHA T HOMAS
Hilltop Staff\Vrirer
Artist: Pete Rock
Album: Soul Survivor
Label: Loud"Records
Featured Artists: Kurupt, Method
Man, Raekwon, Prodigy, Peter Gunz,
Large Professor. Mc Eiht, C.L. Smooth,
Big Punisher, Noreaga, Cappadonna,
Sticky Fingai., Heavy D, Beenie Man,
and others.
During the age of commercial rap. producer Pete Rock, formerly of"Pete Rock
and C.L. Smooth." bring rap music back
to its foundation. His new album So11I
S11n•ivor, bas 17 tracks of real hip hop.
Rock used an unbeatable formula: tight
beats coupled with tight rhymes and
topped off with versatility. Rock, also
known as "The Chocolate Boy Wonder,"
for his skills as a DJ, laces every track
with head-nodding beats.
Rock offers something for everyone

with his mix of guest performers. On
"Half Man Half Amazin," the DJ al lows
Method Man's raspy voice to weave in
and out of his beats. For people from the
West Coast, Mc Eiht adds his trademark
style 10 the track "One Life 10 Live."
Contrary to what most believe, Rock
docs have skills at rhyming. On "# I
Soul Brother," Rock lets his listeners
know 1ha1 he can hold his own.
Along with Large Professor and Kool
G. Rap, Pete brings back a taste of the
old school on "fruly Yours 98." On this
track the trio rhymes about the good and
bad things girls c.in do to you.
Rock also brings a variety of styles to
his album. He ventures out on songs like
"Take Your Tune." "Mind Blowio" and
the title track "Soul Survivor.'· These
songs offer a jazzy, smooth R&B feel
with guest vocals.
On Sou l Survivor, Pete Rock proves 10
listeners even through the years of comCounesy of Lood Records
mercialized rap, he is truly a soul sur- Pete Rock brings rap mu~ic back 10 its foundation with
vivor.
his new album Soul Sun•fror.

Inflatable Furniture
Starts A New Trend
From CHAIR, Bl

·'[ hate it when people come in my room and si t on my bed, its just
so personal. This way my guests have a p 1ace to relax," says Hindl.
Sophomore Lekeyah Quinine likes her light blue chair because it
holds her stuffed animal collection.
Another benefit for dorm students, Quinine explains, is when it
· comes time to move out. Students can just deflate their furniture,
instead of worrying about summer storage, she said.
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THE REAL WORLD
'ANDI~E 'EDWARDS

. ROBERT
McCAULEY,

Trying to control her academics has kept
Candice Edwards occupied, even during the
most social campus event: Homecoming.
1
1
There was no room for fun and socializing
that week. She did not participate in any
, activities during Homecoming; instead she
I studied and completed assignments.
Along with homework, Edwards was disap•
1
pointed when her cousin and friend did not
visit.
Next year s he says she will definitely par' ticipate in Homecoming. Edwards did go to a
couple of c lubs bu1 found tha1 partying
"didn't fit into her study schedule."
Thoughts of leaving Howard University
have crossed her mind due 10 frustrating situations with a<;lministration.
"It's just the'hassle of the administration
and people not being•able to speak [to me],"
she said, adding that the School of Education
administration has gave her the "run around."
~ "There's not enough people to help the students, they're 001 available and everything
takes so long to be processed," said Edwards.
She has told her mother of her stress and
thougbts on leaving. But s ince Howard is her
mother's dream school she bas been trying to
convince Edwards to cope w ith the problems.
Ultimately, she says she will stay.
"l really like Howard. I enjoy the people
here," she said
Edwards will endure the s tress that administrators briog because she feels she may nm
into the same problems at other schools. She
would rather deal with them now.
She has returned to her Brooklyn home
twice s ince the· beginning of the school year
and would have gone back more if it was not
for her friends, who j okingly called her ''a
big baby." She will, however, e njoy Thanksgiving at home.
·
Due to a scheduling conflict, Candice finds
that she will have to drop a class. She will
balance hc_r time better next semester to avoid
problems.
With schoolwork as her first priority, she
speaks the words that she lives by: "Anything
can become hard if you don't keep at it."

OCO MITCHELL

ANDACE BATES

fIANA

ODSON

III

Coco Mitchell bas found a change. When
Candace Bates is creating a scrapbook of
She sum s up her experie nce at
she thought she was seeing clearly her perHoward,
so far, as wonderful.
her events during her first Howard HomeThings have really been Jooking up for
spective on the behavior of her peers -has
"I've
been
having fun. That's what
coming. She calls her experience nothing
Robert McCauley. III. A mid-semester
opened her eyes even wider. As s he
less than exciting.
college is all about; besides jus t
scheduling glitch that threatened to force
matures and new friendships and relation"Peter Gunz walked right in front of me
s tudying and hard work," she said.
him to take I3 credit hours instead of 16
ships grow, Mitchell is realizing what colduring the step show. r know he was lookDodson enjoyed the step show and
was fixed by counselors. The problem
lege is all about: experiences.
ing at me like I was crazy [because] I was
the Mr. and Ms. Howard Pageant
was rectified in time for midterms.
Mitchell took advantage of the universidoing triple takes," s he said. Visions o f
during Homecoming. Surprised by
With all satisfactory marks on the
ty's Homecoming activities and loved the
the mu ltitude of different activities,
celebrities filled her eyes, while she colsemester report, the still undecided major
business of it all.
s
he was pleased that " the re was
lected thei r autographs. She met Kid
has been working towards academic suc"I like being in crowds of people," she
Capri, Sporty Thievez and Tony Terry .
always something 10 do. 1 got a mil·
cess. But with two JO-page research
says. With visitors coming to participate in
"It was a cool time to meet more people:'
lion flyers."
papers due before the Thanksgiving
Homecoming, Mitchell, a natural social
said Bates. "[Homecoming] made everyThe only factor that put a dent in the
break, McCauley says the road ahead of
butterfly, met many non-Howard students
one more sociable."
number of activities she participated
him will be a tough one.
during the festivities.
Next year Bates says she's going to make
in was the cost of the events. Dodson
"I procrastinate a lot, but I always manIn her eyes, Homecoming was a time to
a point of getting to the game earlier.
found them 10 be 100 expens ive.
age to get things done. I was supposed to
relieve academic re lated tens ion, so she
"You can' t enjoy the game if you' re
"I' m going to save for next year,"
change that when I got here," said Robert,
spent time with her mother who traveled
looking for a seat the whole time." Other
she said, ''and buy all my tickets in
who added that he made out a work
from London for a visit. Despite a conthan that there isn't anything about this
advance."
schedule to help him manage time belier.
stantly filled dorm room, Mitchell was
year's Homecoming that sh e would
Feelings of homesic kness swept
With a psychology book lyiog open
able to spe nd one whole day with her
change. However, going to the s tep show,
over Tiana during Ho meco ming
face down on his bed and a Rambo movie
mom.
weekend. Dodson's boyfriend from
football game, movie n\ght and dance
playing on his television, Robert says that
Since "there were too many Homecom- • clubs left no time for schoolwork. "'This
her Colorado Springs home came to
this month he will make room for more
ing activities," the first year student from • weekend, J did no homework t admitted
visit and left shortly after. He left her
studying.
England made an agenda. The step s how,
with memories of home and times·
the freshman.
"It's a little easier to study now since it's
the Mr. and Miss Howard pageant and the
But determined, Bates has not missed
shared.
gening colder outside and all you want
football game were at the top of the list.
one class this semester, "I'm afraid that the
Although Tiana bas been calling
to do is to stay inside," he said.
"I really liked the step show. It was the
one day I miss class is the day something
her family ru1d friends less often since
Robert also says that he is still grappling
first time I've been to a formal step s how,"
important is going to happen."
the start of the semester, a visit from
with living in the all male freshman dorshe said.
Involvement on campus bas helped Bates
a familiar face is hard to forget.
mitory, Charles R. Drew Hall.
The game would have bee n more enjoygrow and learn more about herself. As
Between Monday and Wednesday of
"When my friends came up for homeable if she had a better seat, she said.
Chapel Assistant, she organizes programs • Homecoming week she only au cnd•
coming they called Drew Hall grimy,''
A plan was also needed in order 10 avoid
and counts donations.
ed one class; preferring to read a new
said a disgusted McCauley. Citing the
spending too much money. She was trying
Another big accomplishment that cannot
Stephen King novel in the comfort of
number of mice caught in his neighbor's
10 stay within a budget but she says she
be overlooked is her declaration of a
her room.
rooms, he said "if[l] knew Drew was like
went over it anyway. Mitchell said, "The
major: Child Psychology.
As her friends talk of returning
this before then I would have chosen to
prices for Homecoming [events] is ridicu"I was so tired of being undecided. I felt
home to Baltimore, Boston or New
live in Meridian or something."
lous." Trying to purchase a ticket for the
like a bum," she said. Her love for children,
York for Thanksgiving, thoughts of
McCauley's disappointment with Drew
pageant on the day of the event was one of
which is evident in her participation in the
home flood her mind. but she will not
Hall is coupJc.d with an overall disapher lessons after being told the tickets
Big Brother/ Big Sister program, has led
be returning unt il the cod of the
pointment with Howard's bureaucratic
were sold out.
her to this career c hoice. Her little s ister,
semester.
setup, he said. But, he said, "A lot of
S taying focused during Homecomi ng
from the program, is 5-years-old and Bates
So far all her grades are good and
things have been a disappointment but I
was quite a challenge for Mitchell. Assignloves to spend ti me with her aod all the
s he is confident she will end the
can deal."
. • ments that should have been handed in that
other children.
semester w ith a high grade point
week were forgo u e n , and her scat
Bates says she has soothed her feeling of
average. Dodson looks forward to
-Jason T. Smith
remained e mpty during classes. School
homesickness by joining the Texas Club.
next semester. but winter break and
work took a back seat 10 Homecoming and
but she s till misses "my room, my tub and • all the comfortS of home are on her
socializing, hut she is not w illing to let her
my car.'' She will go home for Thanksmind. she says.
academics suffer for too long.
giving, she says, in hopes 10 see the family and friends she calls every other day.
-ly1111 Simmonds
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-Lym, Simmondds

- Lynn Si111111011ds
- Lynn Simmonds

HOW TO FIND AND WIN GRANTS AND
CONTRACTS

HAVE YOU MARKED ANYTHING OFF OF
TODAY'S TO-DO LIST?!?

Of.ice ofResearch
Administration

•

Get an insider's look at the fcderal grants marketplace and find out how to locate the
grant opportuniti~ !hat arc right for your organization

•

Gain the spednlized knowledge you need 10 be a winner in the competitive privatesector funding arena

•

Receive II copy of Dnvid Bauers popular '7Jie How To" Grnnts Manual: Successful
Grantscek:ing Techniques for Obtaining Public and Private Grants, Third F.dition (a
$29.95 value) and other handouts.

Workshop Date(s):

Monday. December 1'4, 1998 or
Tuesday. December 15, 1998

Time:
Cost:
Location:

8:30 a.m. to4:30 p.m.
$75 per person (limilcd 10 40 people per day)
Howard University
The Annour J. Blackbum Center• The Forum

Contact Person(s):

Ms. Betty Fontaine - 806-5567
Ms. Diane Peoples •· 806-6677

THE OFFICE OF THE DEAN FOR STUDENT LJFE & ACTIVITIES PRESENTS:

~..,,..fhe; f rl¼hm,aw Year f xper~

Workihop Seruw
SETTING AND
KEEPING GOALS
NOVEMBER 17, 1998

7:00 P.M.
DOUGLASS HALL ROOM 205

,,.

FACIUTATOR:
Mnt lbs ln.tlrpclQr: Dal'id G. Ba11tr, lht author of I.be "I/ow To• GN.ts MmwaJ Ill Its third cditilll, h Ollt'otdlt
ktlllna 1111\horillts Ill &fllll ac11ui1ilion. lib book hu sold tbQusuds orcoplt$ ind h tht book l'tQ)fflmtDCkd bf tht
Amerlran CouneU on Educadon (ACE) as • "nnut" book for all grantsl'tktn. Ptt#lltly, Dr. Blott tranb tht
~II)', gMn, lcct11ra on putsetkiai. Ht b • lrae tcadltr's letditr and lJ dtdktttd to~ IJlllbttttn to
de\'dop the1kilh wy Dctd to SU(ffld. Or. Ba11tt b alto the _.thor <I tlgbt boot., and lht di1eloper of software nd
\'ldeot f0<11Slng oo Ill aspccu of tht vanes procu,. He Is the OWlltl' and pra~t of Da'1d G. Bautr Associates Inc.
which was abbllshtd In 1981. The OOl1)0l'ltloo•, primary rocas luo pro,ide tducatlollll l.mdtulias 111d odltr DOOprciftt organlz.atlons 1111UI ln•holUt semlllAff la gnntsffkl.ns and fulldrabtns.
·
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The Howard University volleyball team
has been one of the most successful athletic programs on campus for a number of
years, according to head coach Linda
Spencer. With dedicated captains like Rita
Floyd, Chazara Clark and Alena Simmons
it's no big surprise why.
So far this season, the volleyball team has
excelled in 'their division with hopes of
winning the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC) title. Floyd, a middle
blocker, wants to help her team win the
first round :of the NCAA tournament.
When asked what kind of pressures were
placed on Floyd as a team captain, she
unpretentiously responded that, "Pressure
is not something a position gives you, it's
something that you place on yourself." Her
humility and maturity undoubtedly contributes 10 her success.
Spencer who is also the assistant coach
for the women's basketball, acknowledges
that this year she is dealing with a predominantly inexperienced team with a
vast amount of freshmen. She admits that

sure rises.
Floyd mentions that for the most part,
volleyball has gone unnoticed on campus.
Although it remains one of the best kept
secrets on campus, it deserves a 101 more
support from Howard students. The non-
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One of Howard's volleyball players gets in the air lo make a spike.

revenue sport (unlike football or basketball) acquires a large amount of its support from fellow athletes. These young
ladies have come all the way from Texas,

Michigan, California. North Carolina, the
Virgin Islands, Wisconsin, Maryland,
Massachuse11s and Georgia. As coach
Spencer puts it, student support is like the

seventh man on the court. Watching Floyd
lead Howard 's volleyball team down
"legacy road" is something you wouldn't
want to miss.

Coach Paul Cotton's Devotion To HU White Leads Howard to, 32-31,
Wrestling
Victory over South Carolina State
BY FARAH ANTOINE

Hilltop Staff Writer

Former HU alumni Paul Cotton has been coaching
wrestling at Howard University since August 1983.
Collon, a native of Chicago, Ill., has set high standards for his athletes. Having "low tolerance for the
viation of goals", it is not unusual for him 10
approach his ream members on campus 10 make sure
they stay focused on academics and athletics.
Collon acknowledges that a university campus
provides students with many activities. With so
many distractions, one of his demands is that bis athletes apply themselves at all times. This shows dedication. True commitment is the prerequisite he
requires and is an accomplishment that the wrestling
team has almost fully achie'<ed. His ambition is evidem as a coach, professor in the physical education
department and as a student pursuing a Ph.D. in
nutritional sciences at Howard.
Collon has seen his team al its highest and at its
lowest. Annual homecomings remind him of why he
continues 10 coach with such devotion. After having established an incredible bond with wrest ling
alumni of HU, he talks with pride of their accomplishments as successful professionals in diffcrem
fields, and the opportunities that HU often gives 10
below average or average applicants who a11ain their
academic and athletic potential.
One of his greatest disappointments, however, is
"seeing someone with potemial not succeed.'' To be
a part of Coach Couon's team one has 10 first be mentally disciplined.
A team that continues 10 practice from 6 a.m. 10
7:30 a.m., six days a week shows commitment.
Although training usually starts at the beginning of
October, new NCAA laws has made it mandatory 10
start training at the beginning of September this year.
This did not give the team- made up mostly of freshman-much time 10 get adjusted in tcnns of bal-

ancing school and wrestling.
Consequently. coach Collon has made the mainte•
nance of lhis balance a priority.
Howard's wrestling team is made up of 21 members including returning members: senior C. Jamel
Crawford, sophomore Kelly Miller and senior Jessie
Moore.
Many are not aware )hat the wrestling team is made
up of men and women. Title nine laws established
by the NCAA promoting gender equity has made it
possible for freshman Faye Golden 10 compete as the
first female on HU's wrestling team. Sophomore
Ahhcia Anthony is another female on the team. Hard
work and training may lead these ladies 10 win in the
women's national championships al Northwestern in
Apri l.
The men's national championships will be held at
Penn Srate in March. Considering last year as the first
time in three years that HU's wrestling team did not
atlend the championships is going 10 make training
and commitment a more serious issue.
The NCAA championships wi ll be held at Howard
University on March 5 and 6. Coach Collon will
undoubtedly make ii his duty 10 train these young
men and women mentally as well as physically for
this popular event.
There arc not any star members this year. How does
coach think the team will do this season'/ Only time
will tell according 10 him. lf you have a chance, be
sure 10 take a look at the time line pictures that
Coach Cot1on has set up in the lobby of Burr. Pictures of past HU wrestlers are posted, including a
section devoted 10 rhe universily's Hall of Fame
wrestlers. He says. '1'here have been great wrestlers
before my time and there will be afterwards. I'm just
trying 10 make sure the legend lives on."
For those of you interested in seeing true commit•
ment at work, you are welcomed to the wrestling
1ean1's home meets. The ream's first home meet is
on Dec. 9. Come and support your HU Bison team!

Howard Cross Country Teams Win MEAC Crown
By Adrienne Trice
Hilltop Staff Writer

Howard U11iversi1y junior Issac Sugut-2 minutes, 34 seconds abcad of the nearest compelitorli.nished the 8K run with a record-breaking time that
lead the Bison 10 their second consecutive MidEastern Atlantic Conference (MEAC) Cross-Country Championship title.
Sugut broke away from the pack 31 the second
mile mark and set the new MEAC record time of
25:42, exceeding last year's record of 26:38 seconds. Sugut fell the pressure was on him 10 win
because he placed second in the championship the
previous year.
The women's division winner Ayanna Mackins,
a sophomore from Media, Pa., placed third last year,
but had no trouble winning this year while selling
a new MEAC record in the 5K race. She finished
in 19: 11. Following closely behind Mackins was
graduate student Aisha Stevens, who finished second in the meet, leading the women 10 a second
place team finish.
"Winning the meet opened another door for me,"
said Mackins. "II put me on the next step of the
staircase lo my ultimate goal of representing a His•
torieally Black College at the NCAA cross-country championship."
· The Howard men, defending champions, woo
the MEAC Championship in 1997 with 39 points
and this year improved their win to a score of 35

points. With four Howard men in the top ten, they
were able 10 defend their title in grand sryle with
Sugu1 leading rhe way.
In addition. improved running by Mike Zipf who
placed third, Captain Drew Anderson in 9th place,
Ngata Nganga in 10th place, Cliff Alexander in
12th place and Derrek Rodgers in 21st place assisted the team in recapturing the championship title.
According 10 Coach William Moultrie, Cliff
Alexander was the most improved runner on 1l1e
team. Senior Kenyon Link did not finish due to an
injury in the first mile of the race.
"I am happy we have won two championships,
but at the same time I am sad because this was ii
for me and I can't do ii again," said Link.
Going into the championships, the women had
a season record of 6-1. The women's team finished second with 72 points. behind Florida A &
M who finished with 49 points, an improvement
for the Lady Bison from last season's third place
finish.
"Without a shadow of a douht, this is one of the
best groups of women that I have had the opportunity to coach since I have been at Howard," said
MEAC most outstanding coach, William P. Moul•
Irie. "The reason is because anytime you take
three freshmen, Angela Cocbran, Cynae Punch;
and Ramsey Bethany, three sophomores, Ayanna
Mackins, Jamila Jorden, and Adrienne Trice, and
one graduate student, Aisha Stevens, and the
young team still competes that well on this level,
ii is remarkable," said Moultrie.

By KIMOTII Y K. BROWN
Hilltop Staff Writer

Three touchdqwn passes by All-American quarterback Ted While coupled with several unusual
plays enabled the Howard Bison 10 defeat the South
Carolina State Bulldogs, 32-3 1, Nov. 7 in Orangeburg, S.C.
The Bison (4-4) entered the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference (MEAC) contest looking 10 win their
second straight game. Howard had also hoped 10
remain in the hunt for a Heritage Bowl be11h. South
Carolina State (4-4) was also making a final effort
ar post season play as well.
The wild antics began early in the game when
Bison wide receiver Stefan Cameron recovered running back Jermaine Hutchinson's fumble and ran it
for a 37-yard touchdown to give the Bison a 7-0 lead.
South Carolina State contributed 10 the first quarter
madness as well. Bulldogs' defender Jami Oats
blocked a punt and ran it in for a touchdown. The
score wa~ then tied at seven. The scoring in the quarter ended when Bison place kicker Charles Card connected on a 27-yard field goal.
The second quarter supplied the bulk of the scoring in the game. II all started when South Carolina
State wide receiver Johnny Loper caught a 38-yard
touchdown pass from quarterback Reggie Curry.
Howard responded when Cameron was on the
receiving end of a 26-yard touchdown pass from
White.
The see-saw bau le conti nued when Bulldogs' run-

ning hack Frank Williams scored on a 38-yard run.
After wide receiver Cedric Redden caught a 7-yard
touchdown pass from White. Card ran for a twopoint conversion.
The first half ended when Bulldogs' kicker Cedric
Oglesby made a 27-yard field goal. Halftime came
with Howard maintaining a 24-22 lead.
The calm, scoreless third quarter demonstrated
great defensive plays by both Howard and South Carolina State.
In the final quarter, the two teams each scored once.
The Bison scored on a long touchdown pass by
White. Receiver Toyas Rainey caught a 63-yard
scoring pass. The Bulldogs a11emp1ed 10 tie the
game when defensive back Jermaine Derricoll lined
up as running back and scored on a J-yard run.
As the Bulldogs auempted 10 tic the game. Howard
defensive end Roy Sampson leaped in the air to block
the extra point auempt and preserve the win.
Howard's running backs performed well. with Stu•
art Broome gaining 116-yards on 20 auempts. White
also showed his skills completing 15 of28 passes for
255 yards.
"II was about patience. We wanted 10 use the run
10 set up the pass," said Broome.
The Bison defense also flexed their muscles. The
squad held Curry 10 a mere 3 of 14 passi ng for 57
yards.
Howard st ill has a slim chance of a11ending the Heritage Bowl if Bcrhune-Cookman loses all of their
remaining games. Howard will look 10 win their third
straight conference game when they face Morgan
State tomorrow in Greene Stadium.

Sports Video Games: A Way of Life For Students
By RII ETI B t11' LER
Hilltop Staff Writer

"That' ll rot your brain! "
Spons video games are on the rise. taking Howard srudcnts and their sore thu mbs along with them.
Many players say it provides an escape from their
repetitive daily lives and take the compelling games
very seriously.
"Once you get in [the garoe] it starts 10 feel real, and
wben you play against human competitors instead of
the computer it's even belier," said Steve Satchell, a
freshman biology major from Queens Village, NY.
Satchell 's favorite games are NFL Quarterback Club,
Kobe Bryant in NBA Court.~ide for Nintendo 64 and
NBA Live '98 for Playsration. Like other avid sports
video game players, Satchell has his own video game
system but chose 10 leave it home 10 focus on his studies. He says he only goes 10 the neighborhood arcades

when he has a chance.
We all know at least one person who sits in front of
the television screen for hours watching the digital
players nm up and down their playing fields.
"I think secretly, in some games, people want 10 do
the things they make the players do. They can see themselves in the players shoes,"
he said.
Satchell says that those Howard students who have
video game systems spend a 101 of their time playing
sports video games then other kinds of games.
Ikemcfuna Udcze, a freshman undecided major says
he played almost everyday before he came 10 Howard.
"I would play 31 home and at my friends· houses. During the NCAA tournament we would stage our own
tournament with video games using the teams that were
actually playing,'' said Udeze.
Millions of quarters are spent io arcades while several home game systems are being created to feed the
demand of old and new video game players.

SPORTS ROUNDUP
November 13-20

FOOTBALL
Nov. 14

Morgan State

WOMEN"S BOWLING
Nov. 14-15
EPMIBC
SWIMMING AND DIVING
Nov. 14
TO\yson University
Nov. 18
Seton Hall University

Green Stadium

I p.m.

Lancaster, PA

TBA

...

HOME
AWAY

6p.m.
5p.m.

VOLLEYBALL
Nov. 13-14
MEAC CHAMPIONSHIPS

AWAY

TBA

WRESTLING
Nov. I 4

Slippery Rock. Pa.

TBA

AWAY
HOME

TBA
7p.m.

Slipper,• Rock

WOMEN"S BASKETBALL
Nov. 13-14
Florida International Tournament
Nov. 20
University of Maryland

BS
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IN MANY COMPANIES lTTAKES YEARS
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Iscurnnlly seeking volunteers and in solD! casrs chairperson.1
lo ~st with our BlackH~tory Month programs.

ne following artaS are open:
❖ Public Relation.efJlublicih'•

❖ Hospitalitr/Guest Maoagemtnt

Ill

❖ Cultural Show coordinator
❖ SponsouM~undraising

❖ Awards Dinnercoordinator(2)

Everything a college student needs to make life on campus a little less stressful:

Branch near campus at
210 Michigan Avenue, NE
--- ....- ----···---

-

_

• Checking with no minimum balance
• 700 FREE Chevy Chase ATMs
• Opportunity to establish credit
• Free Chevy Chase Check Card
• Overdr aft protection
•~hevy Chase Horne Ba~~king

eommitter.s.
\

l

''
''

We look fol'\fard to seeing youi

-- For more information or, the Student Banking Package, call
·-

' .

\r~lb "OJ" Miles
Sonya LHughes

1-800-987-BANK.

CHEVY CHASE" BANK

Plea!e stop by the HUSAoffice loutedin Blackburn Center
suite 102 by Norcmber IS,1998 toeit~er slgn-upto voluntm
or to apply rorachairpergin p,sltion o( one or these

-

www.chevychasebcnk.com
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.. Saturday2 NDvember 14, 1·991
. . Habitat For Humanity

&:OS AM
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CaD to Chapel
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Monday. November l6, l998
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HEALTH
BS/MD Program: Potential Doctors to Step Ahead
By T EKIAE WARREN
Hilltop Staff Writer
Slaying up until the early hours of lhe
morning studying for a difficuh exam, or
facing another day of strenuous lab work
is nothing new to Oneal Puri, Nadia Kavim,
and Syed Mudassir Mahmood. All three
medical, who are fulfilling their goals of
becoming docrors, are in 1heir thir:l year at
Howard and firs! year of medical school.
Puri, Kavim, and Mahmood arc s1udents
under the Bachelor Science/ Medica l
Degree Accelerated Education Program
which is a six-year program, in which upon
entering Howard's undergraduate pr6gram,
slUdents begin a pre-medical study scheme.

After 1wo years of undergraduate school
and completing the requirements for medical school, the studen1s enter the College
of Medicine for four years.
"If you sleep more than five hours a day,
you're not studying enough," said Mahmood.
Mahmood, a 20-year-old Toronto, Canada native, said he always knew he wanted
to be a doclor. He wenl to high school in
London, England, where he exlensively
studied math and science as a means of
preparation. Mahmood, who aspires to be
a reconstructive plastic surgeon, said he
chose Howard because it has smaller classes than other universities, its BS/MD program is quicker than others and is just as
good.

Kavim, a 20-year-old Toronto, Canada
native, was accepted in to Brown and
Princeton Universities, yet she too decid•
ed to join Howard's BS/MD Program.
Kavim demonstrating her dedication
towards her goal of being a doctor said she
studies six hours a day.
"I srarted off studying four hours a day,
but it wasn't enough, so now I s1udy six
hours."

Puri, a I 9-year-old from Frankl in, NJ, is
a Na1ional Competitive Scholar. Upon
entering Howard, Puri was accepted 10 20
universities, all of which he received full or
partial scholarships. His freshman year he
received the Alain Locke Award, which is
given to the srudent with the highest grade
point average in the College of Arts and

Sciences.
Puri said he was compelled to come to
Howard because of its "great legacy." He
hopes 10 be a general practitioner and to one
day sel-up a hospital in the DC area for the
underprivileged.
Taking more than I9 credil hours a semesler, the BS/MD s1uden1s have oo tin1e 10 take
a break. Along with four semesrers, they are
required 10 spend two summers of undergraduate study to complete all of the
requirements in the College of Arts and Sciences and the Medical School. They also did
group projects, such as the MED/DENT
Program, where they shadowed a doc1or
who was on call at Howard Hmpital during
their spring break, as well as seminars and
clinical labs.

•
Only students in the School of Arts and;
Sciences are el igible for lhc program. Stu-,
dents have 10 lirs1 apply 10 Howard, then;
apply to the BS/MD Program, sending:
1hem a copy of the accepiance leuer from
Howard. Students are accepted based upon;
them having a minimum SAT score of.
1300 and a grade point average of al leas(
3.5.
'
Once accep1ed into 1he program, students:
must maintain at leas! a 3.5 grade point:
average and take a minimum of 19 credits'
per semes1er as an undergraduate.
After their first 1wo years of undergradu-'
ate s1udy, admi11ance imo the medical,
school was based upon their undergraduate,
performance, an interview and MCAT. '
Hilltop PlugHillop Plug

Against The Odds, Howard Student Taking Care of Your Heart
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ByDIEVNABASENt':
Hilltop Staff Writer

Sickle cell patient, Damian Akinseleye, lives for the challe11ge of life
By D1£VNABA SENE
Hilltop Staff Writer

Only 2 I-years-old, Damian Akinseleye, a junior
physical 1herapy major from Nigeria has a lot to live
for. His thirst for learning and achievement makes
everyday at Howard a challenge. Unlike his fellow studenrs, however, Akinseleye takes on more t.hanjust the
challenge of an education, he is living for the challenge
of life in 1he world of Sickle Cell Anemia, a chronic,
incurable blood-disease.
The chronic, incurable blood-disease has kepi Akinselcye hospitalized often during his cllildhood as well
as a series of I.V's and blood transfusions. Bearing
more pain than mosr children his age, Akinseleye had
missed out on a lot of his childhood.
"I love to play soccer, 001 I could only play for 15 minutes while my friends played the whole 90 minutes."
Most Sickle Cell patients cannot partake in any srrenuous exercises because stress, fatigue and dehydra1ion
arc the main causes for serious pain.
Akinseleye's disease deforms his body's red blood
cells, which become crescent or sickled. Nonnal red
blood cells arc round like donuts, and they move through
small blood tubes in 1hc body to deliver oxygen. Sickle red blood cells become hard and sticky where they
clog the flow and break apart. This process can create
what doctors call sickle cell crises, the painful, intermiuent period that charac1erizes this disease.
"Sometimes the crises arc so acute 1ha1 without pain
killers such as Morphine or Demerol you cannot survive," said Akinseleye.
Sickle cell ancrnia occurs abou1 once among 400
African descendan1s. Currently, !here are a1 leasl
50,000 people in the United States with sickle cell anemia and about two million with 1he sickle ceU trait. To
contract the disease. a person must inheril 1he gene

from both parents.
Akinseleye's crises started when he was only sixmonths-old. He suffered pain in his joints, which led
to his first hospitaliza1ion. This server pain can lead lo
injury throughour the body, especial ly the bones, liver
and spleen. They can even result in stroke or kidney
failure.
Once, in 1995, Akinseleye had gallbladder stones
removed because of a painful sickle cell crisis. He had
to constantly drink fluids to prevent dehydration. He
also took folic acid once a day to delay the epidemic.
With 1be help of the Howard University Center for
Sickle Cell Disease, founded in 1971 by Roland Scou,
Akinseleye is able to get more help wirh his disease,
by being involved wilh the ou1reach program and by
gelling counseling.
"I was told that I wouldn't live to see my 21st birthday," he says with triumph. With the research being
done at the Sickle Cell Center and the National Institutes of Health, Akinseleye hopes that a cure will be
found soon.
Righi now, he is a sickle cell advocate for West
Africa.
"I think that West Africans should at least get informed
about the progress being made aboul sickle cell anemia."
Akinseleye plans to open a clinic in the next 10 years
in West Africa. "I want sickle cell patients in West
Africa to have a1 lcast another year 10 live by providing them with inexpensive trea1ments, medications,
food, fluids and shelters."
Through diligence and hard work, Akinseleye is focusing on his future as a physical rherapist and continuing his advocacy for sickle cell research. He wants to
let sickle cell patienrs know tha1 they are normal people and as long as they take care of their bodies, get
plenty of rest and drink plenty of fluids, the faral disease will become stabilized.

When it comes 10 your heart, c~lebra1e everyday as
though ii were Valentine's day. Heart disease is the
leading killer of men and women in America. Each
year, more 1han one million people suffer from heart
auacks, and millions more experience other symptoms
of he.art disease such as ches1 pain and shortness of
breath.
Heart auacks occur when the blood supply to a portion of the heart muscle is severely reduced or s1opped.
This occurs when one of the arteries 1hat supply blood
to the heart muscle is blocked by an obstrucrion. This
blockage can be due 10 a1herosceloris (a bui ld-up of
deposits of fat-like substances), a coronary vessel
spasm coupled wilh a near 101al obs1ruc1ion. If 1he
blood supply to a portion of 1he heart stops, 1ha1 por1ion will no longer receive 1he oxygen or nutrients necessary 10 carry ou1 i1s funcrion and will die.
The pain of a heart auack is the resuh of heart tissue
ischemia (decrease of blood supply). It is severe, sharp,
piercing pain. The symptoms are angina. nausea, vomiting, swealing and neck or jaw pain.
A posilive aspec1 of the disease is that ii can be prevcnred at a young age. Show your body and heart tha1
you care by following these 12 lips:
I. Don '1smoke. Resist the urge by crying 10 wait out
your craving. Like mos1cravings, it will probably lase
a minute or 1wo. U111il the yearning passes. do something that forces you 10 use your hands: do a crossword
puzzle, file your nails. Smoking is a major culprit in
heart disease, so do all you can to slop.

2. Have your choles1erol level checked. If you are 20,
ycarsofagcorolderyou need1ohaveyour1otalcho- ,
lcstcrol checked al least once every live years.
'
3. Go easy on saturated fa1in your diet. Saturated fat;
is found mainly in animal products such as beef, poullry skin, butter, whole milk dairy products and coconut. '
4. If you are a cordon bleu, use cooking methods that
require a liule or no fa1, such as boi ling, broiling, bak- '
ing, roasting or steaming.
5. If you only have lime for fast food make healthier
choices. Cul back on fat; ask for a veggie burger
insread of a rriple cheeseburger with all the fa1and oil
drippings. Try 10 skip the mayonnaise, cheese and
bacon.
6. Eai fruirs and vegc1ables for snack or even lunch.
This will also add fiber to your diet.
7. Maintain a hcal1hy weigh 1. Extra pounds increase
your chance of developing diabetes, high blood pressure and high cholesterol levels are all major risk factors for heart disease.
8. Fi1 fimess inlo your daily routine. Use the stairs
ins1ead of rhe elevaror. If you take public transportation, get off one or 1wo scops before your destination
and walk the res1of the way.
9. Schedule 20 10 30 minutes of exercise such as walking, jogging or swimming two to three times a week.
10. Know your family heahh history. Find our if any
close blood relative had a heart auack or stroke.
11. Learn 10 deal with s1ress. Almost everyone deals
with it everyday, whether it is in school, the workplace
or at home; relaxation techniques, a warm bath and
soothing music can help.
12. Take care of your body now; don't wait.

FDA Approves Breast Cancer Drug
By CvNNEI SIMPSON
Hilltop Staff Wrirer

The Food and Drug Adm inistration (F DA)
announced lase monrh the approval of the drug
Tamoxilin for women at high risk for breast cancer.
This drug makes 1he firsl medicine to win government approval as a means oi reducing 1he risks of
the deadly disease.
A National Cancer lns1itu1e study found that 1he
women's chances of developing breast cancer, who
took the pills daily, were significantly reduced by 44
percenl.. There are also studies of women who 100k
Tamoxifin for al least 3 I/2 years. The women in this
study had fewer breast tumors than women who took
a placebo.
While the success ofTamoxilin has been exciting
for cancer researchers, the FDA warns that the drug
can also cause life threatening side effec1s.
A woman's risk of uterine cancer doubles and the
risk of po1entially fatal blood clots triple for women

who use this new drug. There is also an increased
chance of developing ca1aracts in the eyes.
The FDA insists tha1 doctors carefully consider
which women are the most at-risk and therefore in
need of the pi lls. However, the cask of detennining
who is the mos1 a1-risk is a difficult one.
The American Society for Clinical Oncology is
preparing guides to help doc1ors determine which
women have the highes1 cancer risk. The Na1ional
Cancer lns1i1ute also provides a computer program
to help docrors de1ennine a palicnt's risk.
"For the right patient this represents a very good
op1ion;· said Michael Friedman, a cancer specialist,
"but i\ is not universally beneficial and shouldn't be
misused. The key here is to be an infonned consumer."
There is no proof that Tamoxilin really prevents
breasr cancer. According to the FDA it may jusl delay
an inevitable tumor. However, the American Cancer
Socie1y maintains that it is very hopeful that Tamox.ilin will successfully help many women prevent
breast cancer.

read about it.
the hilltop.
the best way to start
your.Friday.

..Needs Writers and
Graphic Artists to
Contribute to the
Hilltop's New Visual
and Literary Art
Page.
..Feel Free!
Submit Your Camera.Ready Strips, Poetry, etc. to
Amen. Call 806.6866 for
Info
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INROADS DAY
IS COMING TO HOW ARD
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1998

:,

If SUCCESS is your DREAM

. INROADS.

INROADS makes it your reality!

.

.•
.
.••

.
..
•.
•

Explore your career interests through an internship in
business, engineering, computer science or liberal arts.
Seeking success-driven minorities with a 3.0+ GPA and an
interest in pursuing an advancing career after college.
With INROADS you can .. .

•

.

..
.

✓

Earn a competitive salary
/ Experience your career interest first hand
✓ Enhance your leadership skills
I Gain exposure to corporate professionals
I Increase your job placement opPortunities
I Start your road to Suocess...NOW!

F.u Do1u111 Nttdtd ... ·for in/trtl1t ..-o,mt'n.
If ~ot~arr- ZI to JJ. health,· ond a 1tJJIJ•Snrc>lt1r.
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'

Time:
10:00 a.m. • 3:00 p.m.
''
Locations: College of Engineering, Architecture & Computer
Science - _I n Floor Lobby
School of Business - Information Booth (1" Floor)
The ntlnlon of INROADS It to develop and place talented mlnorlty youth In bu1lne11
and lnduttry and prepare them for oorporato and community lcadcrthlp
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P·repoid wireless
phone & service

• No credit check
• No security depos i t
• No m.onthty bill
• No lon.g-term contract
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HILLTOPICS
All HILLTOPICS are
due, paid in full , the
Moday before publication. Announcements
by campus organizations for meetings,
seminars or non-profit
are charged as indiviQals. lndiviuals advertising for the purpose of
announcing a service,
buying or seliing are
charged $5 for the first
20 words and $1 for
eyery additional five
words.Local companies
are charged $10 for the
first 20 words and $2
for every five words
thereafter. Personal
ads are $2 for the first
j_O words and a $1 for
every additional five
words.

Ablllty to communlc:ato with members In
eHlclenl, effective, professional manner.

How~ra~!.\Pn4~~,i
a
ur~'r°oom8.Feio s re a re~ib
ve
e.le

Exc-.Uenl credit history and ablllly to pan
background clearance Is a must. Salary Is

ave '98
a
c
~w,tn"""'°"~i
Georoes
,a..'.t1l,llJues
'11f',!i,'!. tor
nrotro a11 VVf.l'fne a1
. . 1~

twomon

$10 per hr. Part l imo teller/reception ist
poslllons are avaltabta: prefer peak time
11-3. Fax resume to HR, (703) 528-noo or
send resume to JFCU-HR, 1010 N. Glebe
Rd, Suite 700 Arlington, VA 2201. EOE.
Make Easy Money! Everyona buys Spring
Break packages, so why not be the one to
sell It? USA Spring Break Is currently
accepting app for campus reps. Call 1•
888flngBreak.
RESUMES Cover Letlers Let the Profe,.
slonal design your resume...Get the Job
or lnternshtp you deslre...can The
Resume Experts 202.543.6529
FREE DENTAL, EYECARE and PRESCRIP•
TION Plan whlle earning unlimited thou•
sends weekly, Plus Add/tlonel (Downllne
lflcome For Life) es an Independent Broke/ (No Llscence Required.) For the 11
orscount Health Plan In Amerfca. Can
Today 1or your flnanclal Freedom (301)
-7031 10#444 ·capitalism at Its finest
"Mad Scientist! .. no&ded to '9ad fun sciences
actMries for Jdds in el&m schOofS. Must have
exper. wo1king with up 10 25 kids. Need car!
Interest in science or education hGipful. Must
be available we,elday afternoon$. Training
Provided. PT oppty. ~5-3511 hr program
301.924.6767.

'°

Neecl c.,sn7 S40Q. ~400 Earn Immediate
tnoome Paid next Week Work From your
dorm home, or meeting sits 8 to 10 hts a
week Searchlog Only tor serious Minded Persons ff you nood to r.nanclaJly Supplement
your tuition or cost ol IMng II you dOn't want
to worry month after month abOut your cash
flo wh"e you are trying to study Call 202.
310.4782 or lor an immediate response call
202.290.0215

THE MONTH o~:;
NTHE SCORPIAN"
SIOop Runnlng...F - Ll!o.. Problems and tlhem with 11M one who 1$ greater than d )'OIJl
ptCl)ltmo. Come lo Rejoy,;e In Jesus Campus Fol•
Jowship Ew,y Thuraday 7:30pm In Blackbum Center, Rm 148and 1~

Exoeaent Extra Income Now! Envelope Stuff·
Ing $600-$800 every week Free Details
SASE to International Inc. 1375 Coney Island
Ave. Brooktyn, NY 11230

ATTENTION HU STUDENTS
Do you need a new oompU1er? Is your Oki PC Jn
neoo ol repair? Then can PC DoctO<S Joday
02.2552423. We also sel software.

FREE RECHARGABLE PHONE CARDS
Only 1!loentsl minuets nationwide/I G'90I
internatlooal ratasJJ Seod SASE. Steven
Whnehurst, P.O. Box 1094 Dept. HT Doiron.
IL 60419

MNl~TORY MENTOF\SHIP WORKSOP all mtn•
!Ore In 'Changing Faces: Rtt11 ol Pueagt' on
Mon 11/18/08 In 124"4 Allied Hellllh Room II 6jlm

C.,p City Neg,o League Collection World$
' F ~ t Baseball~ 202.72201.
1800223Tajo'

Absalom Jones/Cantertury invi1es Episoopal?
Angtocan SIUdent Sunday Euel\ari$I10am St.
Georgos Chureh 2nd and U S1reeI (NW) near
Slowe.... Tuesday Fellowship/Bible SIUdy Pizza 7•
8pm Camegie ll<Jilding EVERYONE WELCOME

Nile Valley Solutlons (www.nllevalle-y.net)
Is currentry recruiting history and alrlcan
studies maJors to participate In severaf
progressive.projects In volvlng the devel•
opment of On-Line Resources. If you are
eager to appfy your fdeas, knowlege, and
energy toward the o of tho Atrlcan-.amerl•
can community via tho Internet. Send
em.au (s) lnto@nllevalley.net

Absalom Jones/Canterbury invites
EplscopaVAnglican Students Wednesday 12-1pm
Bible Srudy/Eucllarist Coll~ ol Medic;;ne Room
206 EVERYONE WELCOME
•

Sater Prepaid Calllng Cards w1th 20mlns
of tank time! Only $2..001 Card l.s rechar·
gabla. Send payment to: ALW Entorprls•
es, 7532 Colfax Ave. No., Brooklyn Park.
MN 55444•2549

There wUI be a Pan-Hellenic Meeting Monday in
Dougla$$ Rm 814 6pm Election• W>I be lai<en
place
Chicago Peoples c9ub wishes to coogratutate Asha

Anthrology-s·ludy of humankind. Club
forming, maJors, mlnors, ge. student.s
welcome Call coordinator Arana@635314J

Rotler Skating Trip Join BigBrother/Big Sister on
Nov 15th
8udcty 10 Buddy Thanksgiving Oinnor to be held on

sales reps to sollcJt advetti$Ing for DC
Community newspaper. ·rr,you are self•
mollvoted Cell Kethy@202.63$-6397

Nov 18th-

Vll>uld )'OU 1kt lo voluntffr1 Find 001 wi,e,. Black·
bum Rm 1"2 on Wednesday, Nowmbo< 18, 1gg9
ll 7:20pm. PreMntod by ll1e llntr ladle, ol Z.Ota
Pill Bela Sorort1y, /no. Alpha Chapttr.

AdverUslng Sales: CommlsslQ.lled sakts
reps to soHclt advertising fOr DC Communl1y newspaper. yo,u ~re self-motivated
Cell Kathy @ ~ -~5-6897

Jf

''Chilllging Faces· Rites ol Passage Mentorshlp
Program w,ll have ii LAST MANDATOTRY MEN·
TORSHIP WORKSHOP on Mor>day 11/16198 in
the College ot AIied HealthSclences Annex 1 Rm.
124 at6pm.

Attention HU.Students Local fav0tlte
seafood restaurant now looking for people with great attitudes and a wllllmhness
to learn In a fun, prole.sslonal etmos•
phero. Opprtunltles available for Partt•
Time/Full Tlme Walters 1 waitresses, hosts,
hostesses.. Convenient location end
hours for metro transporellon. Apply
Mon-Fri between 2:30-Spm L+N Seafood
Grlll In the FFa,hlon Centre at Pentagon
City. 703.415.2055

WOMEN'S Spi,itual Week Nov. 15-19 FREE-Al
invited Contact 806-4548
l'IAll!o Rllatlono olfloer neede lor the COlltgo

I l l -.. Hurting, ond Allled HHtth ScllnctO.
. . _ t Councll to CfHtt • dlotrlblrto ttyero lo<

oll ovtntt. (allpend ottered)

Need Cash? Exerting new opporturuty In Teleoommunlcations industry. Great k>r Sludents. Work tit
~ or In your $pare time Call 301.460.2957

Resumes, Resumes--10 Free Coples The
Copy Writers Group Speclel Otter starting
$25 lnc-lu,des wrlUngtlayout Aaststance
100% Bond Paper 1Ocopies.;; Total 20 Call
Today 581-()689.
'

Woman2Woman
Volunteer Meeting
'ILlesday Nov. 17, 1998

Rm200

•
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Totally Professional Female Visual Artist
LOOking Fot Elhnic/NaturaJ African Diaspora
Women 10 model tor painting series, Musi be
willing to model nude or near nude, AJI
shapes and sizes needed. calf 2.966..5546
StudMl Rep- AT&T Aulho<lzed Agenl needs
20 stud&f'l1S now!
exp,..wllf train, $100SJoevw,,ek. P
goo.5922121 Ex724

:..o

Are you inter.st JnJeI8'\ltslon? SPOT·
LIGHT interest mee11ng TODAY 6p.m. CllaMel 32-WHUr-TV, (Sludlo 0)
Part-lime la/I employmenl for students
to perform general office.duties. Good
data ent,y skllls required. Duties include
liling, answering phones and light typing. A commitment of 20 hrs/Week between
1he hours of 9-5 ls required. Pl&ase can
Sop'1ia Dllon at (202) 232-8777 ext 5355
African Nubian Braids Besl and Chea.pest
Braids s'I Town Sate up 10 30% off regular
prices student Discount$ evallable 3223
Georgia Ave 202.723.9720
Cu$10mer Service Representative Part-lime
Local Independent Insurance Aooocy $6.25
to $7.00 an hOur. Will train;flexible hours
21le.829.2510

HU Students l have a 4 bedroom house
on 1st NW eaeh room rents for $400
except 1 ol lha rooms have an bathroom
end that rents tor $423 au rooms aro fully
furnished and uttUtlos are Included.

FOR RENT

p,ar(l)',61

National conservation organization seeks
highly qualified professional to manage It's
field and nation.a! programs. 10+ yeats lead•
ership In non-profit advocacy, organiza'tlon
management. and program related tundraising desired. Oemostra!&d abi'lity to motivate
and mange a diverse .staf1 oc 25'"30 within a
team structure Is critical. Advanced degrees
In law, policy or managernenI (jesired. but not
reql.lred. Seod resume· and int&rest stateme111 to RTCIHuman Resources, 1100 17s1.•
NW, Washington. OC 20036. EOC

Are you created, energeUc, and reliable'?
Yes, then Spotlight Is looking 1or you.
Join our PR teem. Cell 387-4574 for fur•
ther Into

School of Business

" 'suo11 to •

Students Faeutty Staff TOp Pric:es Paid Fo<
used and unwan18d Textbooks Taj Book Ser•
yjce 202.722.0701 1-800-223-Tejo

EMPLOYMENT/ SERVICES

s.co':""''·
P0S't

Se\Ung Medium.sized re1rlgerator In great
condition! Includes a mini freezer. Please
cont!ct Shana RodgerS 939-0798.

'

UMAC & World Black Beac:h Spring Break
Inc. presents..Cardlo Klckboxlng/Body
Tuning Fitness Class Monday Thru Thursday 7-9 :J0Pm@ UMAC $1udlo 7616 Geor•
gla Avenue star ling In November. $49
ln1ro special limited spaces must enroll
Todayll Coll Juen 2.387.8622
Black Beach Sprfng Break 99 In Jamaica.
Msndatory Rep Meeting Monday and
Tuesday 26, 27 ol October 7:00pm Black•
burn Upstairs call Juan 0-avls
202.387.8622 tor details
Term Pape.r Assistance Wrltlng /Editing
and Reas.on Guaranteed Resulla/Low
Rates Call Copywriters Group
202.581.0689

§:~ffl¥riMiir~~ \g-,!,'t~W,);.I~ \'~~··112

fiiJ'3i~lg'ul~i~1~wga~i~i•
~~~3~WilM1JYf1RgPe m~~g:~atualty

e~Uii~~\~f§~t~~-~~~~
.,
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Justice Federa~Credit Union seek s Mgh•
ly mo1Ivated Individuals w l cash handling
sexperloenoe in ba.nklng/ReU1fl to work
with In dowrttown OC branches. Cross
selling/customer service skills necessary.

A 1 1 Spring Break Hours end hours of
FREE drlnksl Earn 2 Free lllps & $$$~ •
Cancun, Jamaica, Florlda1 Barbados,
Bhamaa Lowest Prices/Best Meal Plan '.
1soo42&n10

For~t ~t,ustert Come to MoY\e Night
8pm Eng!Merlng AooitO<lum Sponsol'8d by

R&Joyce In JMUS Young AdullS Fellowship
FREEi
Fine Pho1ographer k)oklng tor female mooels
to participa1e in figure study prolec-1: porttolio
exchange. Call Kim Johnson 202.8422537
"What a Groat Job. Bar TKids is looking tor
Aides & Group Leader$ to wQfk in our betore
and after Chlk:lcare programs. Programs a.r&
k)Cated at local schools in the Bethesda area.
GOOD PAY. EXPERIENCE, LOTS ol FUN!
cell 301.948.,3172
/

lowest rates to Jamaica, Mexico, &. F\ofida.
cait B00.648.4849 0< apply ontine at
www.ststravel.c:om. ~
"Whal a Greet Job" ll;lr T l<lds Is lool<ing lor
Aides&. Group Lead4ts to work in our
befora/aher SChOOI Childcare programs. Programs are located aUocal schools In the
Bethesda area. GOOD PA¥ Good oxportenc,e, Jots of lbnl For moro lnlo caJI
301.948.3172

r•

Absolute Soring Break...."Take
2 Free
111ps-oo1y 15 S8Ies. Earn$$$. Hottest Oesla•
lions! Lowest Prices! Free Meals. Drink, Pat•
ties/!! '"Llmitecl0tte~ ··· 1.900-42s-n101
www.$Unsp&ashtours.com.

Become unslOpPBble using Instant Si>eed
WrilMlgl loam '" le$$ than I hourt Oelails
Leave namG/adcfress 2200 Wil$00 Blvd.
1102·138Arlinaton. VA22201. Emea
d19350hol1nai.com
Torm P8')0r Assistance need an •p.; on ~ ur
Next Asslgnmont Glvo us • cell. WriUng/Edi~
~ +Roo.earch Help Avai1ab\e Low Rates
Guarnte&ed Results Can the Copy Wl'iters
Group 235-0238
Smith Corona won:s Processor w/ Attach·
ments. seldOn'\ used. $350.00 Price Nego..
tiablo 410.55 .2869

FOR SALE
Howard University Area. Furnl.shed room
for rent. Washer/Oryer, shared kllche-n
and Beth. Rent $300 per month plus 1/4
utllltles Call 202.544.3248 202.515.6270
ApL tor renl 2 Rms Kite-hen+ bath.Walk•
• tng dlS1ance to HU ssoo.oo ~
Bedroom furnished or ~nfumlshed

uwnn... - ·;

·HELP WANTED

.

$1, 500 weekly potenUal malling our c:Jr•
culars. No experience Required Free
lnformaUon Packet call 202.452.5940.

Scorpjo's Night Out

NEED CASH? $400 to $2,400 Earn
Immediate Income Paid Next Week
Work From your Dorm, Home, Meeting
Site 8 to 1O hrs a week
Searching only for se-rlos minded per•
spns If you need to llnanclall'y supple-ment your tutlon or cost ol lfvlng. tt
you are serious about your time devot·
ed to your education. rt you don't want
to worry month after month about alter
your cash nows while you are trying to
sludy Call 202-310.4782 or for an
lmme<llate response call 202.290..«)215

Fri Nov. 13th
.~\·.\ @Jr/1110, -3/)111elin
'- ..
,. · 1,rrllr ~ -~(}011rl11ey's
:.

ff}Jiith . · c-7"I.Aash

Freelance Marketing Researchers
Neede<I PIT Flex Hours Call

301 .248.8600

.
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• • • . • .
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•
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. . . • ,c •

~

n.

· F.irson IS: t>k .isur,· Pn:s,·111

•

~he ~

Looking 1or &omeone who Is rellable

safe 1 capable, driver. Mov1ng to Ohio

ladies FREEJ8 / 4 ~midnite

and need help loadlng boxes end able
to do highway driving. WIii pay for
hefp. Prefer Grad. Miss Payton
301.649.6289

Fellas Sl.00 8 / 4 midnite ·w/ coffege ID
~-

~~

•: . Doors open .@ llpm-4am

....

Hosted by The LIVE SQUAD
music
DJ 6th Sense

.

Looking to Increase y0ur weallh Potentlal7 Tho greater OC Mllllor,alre Society
can afford you that opportuni ty
301 .486.0024

by·

to party.. 21 to drink
.~ Scorpios i.Frie! AII Night
,. ·.

1300... on SAT, need for part time help
Reading Low fever materials and cn,,allve onswer keys, $10 per hr Coll
301.949.1761

18

- ~~~

\"'
.
.\, S!rJtu~~leaving

Professional VCRServices f ree Estimates, pick up+dellvory 301.949.1761
Make easy money for more Information
vlsll http~/www.mlmors-ad•
netcom/success/tsc 16742. htm. Use
sponsor #16742

~

' ·-!_"~.

\ ~/ quud·/1~ appo~

.

.

--

11I5pm>ll4!>pm & I215.Jm ,M,
returning ""~ ?.,,m

Attenilon Students. Ea,rn more than
Professors, Part-T ime. Just Adverlls.e

800# and professlonots will do lhe rest!
Easy/I E,11190% com('llsslon DAILY. I
do 888'443-8971 code MC0885.

~.

]Jm

·

-

•'

.- ·~i<r .

--:

·

Fri Nov!. 20th. after party for HU vs Maryland
·:easkett>au game @ The Showcase

RITech Entrepreneurs needed toJoin
stetl up Internet Oev. Company In~lvld·
uar Entrepreneurs needed for web
development and networking services
al storlup comapny. Must be wllllng 10
work Independently and have e creative
mi nd. We wlll provide ell tho lools
needed (PC Internet access, software
etc.) We also offer tock opUons to th
erlght lndlvldual. Send emall to
Jobs@mlllenlumlech.net or lax
301.322.5348

PERSONALS

2 30
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WITNE~ES iQUGHT
If you saw the attaclc on two young black men

HAPPY

BIRTHDAY
AMELIA

Al:8
6-A- 96
Much luv,

by an off~duty police offiter in

21·A·96

Zei Alley outside ~be Spy Club

Happy Birthday

ator abqut
2:30 a.m. on Friday, Qct(,ber 30, 1998.

Adrienne Lofton

M.8
31-A-96

The beat la yet to comell
Luv, 6-A-96
To My African Prince, Olpe Happy Birth•
day LUV You Alway$, l>retty Brown
Eyes
Karen Richard Dant Hurt Nobody on
your 19th Birt hday. Happy Birthday
Love, Jasmlne...Jersey where yaU etl
Happy Birthday Boss Cady and Arrelie!
Showbiz!

please call Professor Peter Knruthamer at (201)
806-8260 to help ensure th¥ justice is done.

HAPPYB•DAY
Mr. COX ·
HOW'S IT FEEL TO

Thanks.

BE THE BIG

20

?
--LOVE,
THE HILLTOP

---------------------------

,. CONGRATS
ERIKA ON YOUR TRIP
TO SOUTH AFRICA
WORK IT OUT FOR DA
SOUTH!

-HILLTOP LOVE!

--------------------------------STJ ,

Pan-Hellenic Council
Meeting

HANG IN THERE.
SOMEBODY
(SOMEWHERE, NOT HERE)
L OVES YA!
DEDANIII

--------------IRA, NICOLE. THX FOR YA
HARD WORK !
WORKITOUTI

--------·----HAPPY B - DAY ARELLE AND

Monday, November 15, 5:00 PM

AMELIA. LUV THE HILLTOP.
A IG HT 4 RAFIAH, THE
BLONDE-THE FUTURE
PUL\TIER WINNER.

Doug\as Ra\\, B-l4

------------------------------AIGHT 4 JASON, GETTING
THAT TEMPO IN ON-TIME!
------·
------------·-···-··-···
FAHEEM, RUDYARD AND
'

RODERICK. THX IN
ADVANCE FOR A JOB WELL
DONE. BROTHER TO
BROTHER 98.

ROCHELLE, YOUR'RE THE
COOLEST MANAGING EDITOR
•
EVERI
,
.,~PRILL

~------------------·--·-·-

-·· tI
:.

.•

• Pleasesend two representatives
• Special elections will take place

